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Systematic, well-designed research provides the most ef-
fective approach to the solution of many problems facing 
highway administrators and engineers. Often, highway 
problems are of local interest and can best be studied by 
highway departments individually or in cooperation with 
their state universities and others. However, the accelerat-
ing growth of highway transportation develops increasingly 
complex problems of wide interest to highway authorities. 
These problems are best studied through a coordinated 
program of cooperative research. 

In recognition of these needs, the highway administrators 
of the American Association of State Highway and Trans-
portation Officials initiated in 1962 an objective national 
highway research program employing modern scientific 
techniques. This program is supported on a continuing 
basis by funds from participating member states of the 
Association and it receives the full cooperation and support 
of the Federal Highway Administration, United States 
Department of Transportation. 

The Transportation Research Board of the National Re-
search Council was requested by the Association to admin-
ister the research program because of the Board's recog-
nized objectivity and understanding of modern research 
practices. The Board is uniquely suited for this purpose 
as: it maintains an extensive committee structure from 
which authorities on any highway transportation subject 
may be drawn; it possesses avenues of communications and 
cooperation with federal, state, and local governmental 
agencies, universities, and industry; its relationship to its 
parent organization, the National Academy of Sciences, a 
private, nonprofit institution, is an insurance of objectivity; 
it maintains a full-time research correlation staff of special-
ists in highway transportation matters to bring the findings 
of research directly to those who are in a position to use 
them. 

The program is developed on the basis of research needs 
identified by chief administrators of the highway and trans-
portation departments and by committees of AASHTO. 
Each year, specific areas of research needs to be included 
in the program are proposed to the Academy and the Board 
by the American Association of State Highway and Trans-

portation Officials. Research projects to fulfill these needs 
are defined by the Board, and qualified research agencies 
are selected from those that have submitted proposals. Ad-
ministration and surveillance of research contracts are 
responsibilities of the Academy and its Transportation 
Research Board. 

The needs for highway research are many, and the National 
Cooperative Highway Research Program can make signifi-
cant contributions to the solution of highway transportation 
problems of mutual concern to many responsible groups. 
The program, however, is intended to complement rather 
than to substitute for or duplicate other highway research 
programs. 
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Implementation of the findings from the research described in this report FOREWORD  will be helpful in reducing wet-weather skidding accidents on many Interstate and 

	

By Staff 	freeway long-radius curves. The AASHTO geometric design procedures—as 

	

Transportation 	described in A Policy on Geometric Design of Rural Highways, 1965 and A Policy 

	

Research Board 	on Design of Urban Highways and Arterial Streets, 1973—provide for realistic 

design of highway curves. However, misinterpretation of the procedures has 
resulted in the design and construction of lông-radius curves on multilane highways 
with inadequate sUperelevation for surface drainage. In some cases this contributes 
to an extraordinary wet-weather accident rate at this type of site. The report 
recommends (1) compliance with the superelevation values for various degrees 
of curvature and speed in the AASHTO design guides and (2) attention to roadway 
geometry, signing, and maintenance practices to reduce severe maneuvers in the 
vicinity of curves. It should be of equal value to those responsible for the geo-
metric design of new highways and those responsible for safety improvements at 

high accident locations. 

Various factors have contributed to the rise in the number and severity of 
highway accidents, with attendant loss of life, injury, and property damage. As a 
result of the greater than normal accident experience at several downgrade curve 
sites, Project 1-14 was initiated to investigate the particular portion of the over-all 
accident problem involving skidding on highway sections containing the combina-
tion of horizontal curvature and vertical grade. The objective 'was to develop 
guidelines for highway geometries and pavement surface characteristics to ensure 
adequate vehicle control during anticipated maneuvers on such highway sections. 

To examine the factors that influence safe operation of automobiles on high-
way sections with combined curvature and grade, the University of Michigan, 
Highway Safety Research Institute researchers divided the project into the following 
interrelated tasks: (a) accident data analysis, (b) mathematical vehicle simUlation 
studies, (c) pavement surface drainage studies, and (d) field site investigations. 
Accident records fOr several years from the Ohio and Pennsylvania Turnpikes 
were examined for influences of curvature and grade, both separately and in 
combination. There did not appear to be a particularly high accident experience 
associated with downgrade curves, but the accident rate on curves of about 10 on 

the Ohio Turnpike was more than twice the over-all rate. Wet-pavement accidents 
were also definitely overrepresented on curves of about 10.  Simulation and analyti-

cal studies of a wide variety of vehicle, tire, road surface, geometric, and maneuver 
combinations were conducted to determine operating conditions that can lead to 
loss of control and the onset of skidding. It was determined that drivers are not 
likely to lose control of their vehicles on curve-grade sites unless they attempt 
severe maneuvers on slippery road surfaces with fair to poor tires. 



From a review of previous research it was determined that pavement width 
and cross slope are the primary factors affecting pavement surface drainage. The 
thickness of water film on a long-radius curve, with a two-lane roadway and paved 
shoulder sloping in the same direction, can be almost twice that on a crowned 
tangent section with the same cross slope. It was determined that the two high 
accident field sites investigated had cross slopes of 0.0156 ft/ft and were located 
on 1 O  curves. In both cases, two paved lanes were sloped in the same direction. 

The essential finding from the combined accident analysis, simulation studies, 
surface drainage studies, and field investigations is that drainage of the pavement 
surface is a very important consideration that is sometimes overlooked in pavement 
cross-section design. Water thickness on the pavement has a critical influence on 
the friction available at the tire-pavement interface and thus on the safe operation 
of vehicles. Tire hydroplaning is commonly considered to be the primary adverse 
effect from excess water on the pavement. In actuality, complete hydroplaning is 
probably a rare occurrence. The vast majority of wet-weather skidding accidents 
undoubtedly occur as the result of water depths well below that needed for complete 
hydroplaning. Partial hydroplaning (degradation of tire-pavement friction as a 
consequence of the presence of water) is the most likely cause of higher than 
normal wet-weather accidents on long-radius curves with inadequate cross slope 
in relation to drainage length. 
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INFLUENCE OF COMBINED 
HIGHWAY GRADE AND HORIZONTAL 

ALIGNMENT ON SKIDDING 

SUMMARY 	The purpose of the research reported here was to develop tentative guidelines 
for highway geometrics and pavement surface characteristics to ensure adequate 
vehicle control during maneuvers on highway sections containing a combination of 
horizontal and vertical alignment. Accordingly, the study tasks were to ( 1 ) examine 
the factors that influence safe operations on highway sections having combined 
curvature and grade; (2) determine those operating conditions that define the onset 
of skidding; (3) evaluate by accident data analysis, simulation, and field studies 
the factors involved in skidding; and (4) suggest measures for alleviating skidding 
accidents and recommend additions or modifications to current AASHTO design 
policies. 

Accident records from the Ohio and Pennsylvania Turnpikes were examined 
for influences of curvature and grade, both separately and in combination. The 
analysis of the turnpike accident data shows that the Pennsylvania Turnpike 
accident rate is not dependent on grade, but does increase with increasing curva-
ture. The Ohio Turnpike data show no significant accident dependence on either 
grade or curvature, except that a specific 10  curve on a 3-percent downgrade has a 

very high accident rate. This accident history appears to be associated to a high 
degree with wet pavement, and to a less degree with heavily worn tires. All 10 

curves on the Ohio Turnpike have a high incidence of wet-pavement accidents. 
Simulation and analytical studies of a wide variety of vehicle, tire, road surface, 

geometric, and maneuver combinations were conducted to define and evaluate 
operating conditions leading to loss of control and the onset of skidding. The 
maximum safe velocities for various operating conditions were evaluated for (1) 
equilibrium cornering, (2) lane changes, and (3) lane changing combined with 
braking. A lane-change maneuver was shown to be a critical condition at curve 
sites; it could result in loss of control at normal highway speeds for passenger 
vehicles with half-worn tires operating on payments with a skid resistance of, SN40  = 

30. In an emergency lane change and braking maneuver on an SN40  = 30 pavement, 

loss of control was shown to occur at approximately 60 mph, independent of grade 
and curvature, when vehicles were equipped with half-worn tires. From the 
simulation results, it was concluded that highway curves and sites having combined 
curvature and grade require greater pavement skid resistance than corresponding 
tangent sections as a safety margin against emergency maneuvers. The over-all 
findings of the simulation studies indicate that drivers are not likely to lose control 
of their vehicles on curve-grade sites unless they are attempting to perform severe 
maneuvers on slippery road surfaces with fair-to-poor tires. The analytical and 
simulation work performed in this study showed grade to be a roadway factor of 
small influence in determining skid resistance requirements. 

Two sections of highway with high accident rates were selected and subjected 
to an indepth evaluation to determine accident causation factors. One of the 
selected sites was the high-accident site on a 10 curve with 3-percent downgrade 

on the Ohio Turnpike. The other site was located on 1-95 near Fredericksburg, 
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Va. Likely causes for a high degree of maneuvering exist at the Virginia site be-
cause of an interchange with US 1 at this site. During this study, methods for 
evaluating problem sites were developed and used to conclude that (1) a pavement 
surface drainage problem exists at the problem site selected on the Ohio Turnpike; 
and (2) many factors—including pavement surface drainage, short speed-change 
lanes, insufficient sight distance, and obstructed signs—contribute to the high 
accident rate at the site selected in Virginia. Further evaluation of the pavement 
surface drainage problem indicates that water depth on a pavement is primarily a 
function of drainage length (pavement width) and cross slope (superelevation or 
crown). Consequently, during wet weather, pavement skid resistance available for 
emergencies is generally less on long radius multi-lane curves than on tangents 
because of greater pavement width and low superelevation.. Grade is a secondary 
factor in determining pavement water depth. 

On the basis of the combined findings from (1) an extensive analysis of acci-
dent data, (2) computer simulation studies, and (3) an indepth field investigation 
of two high-accident sites, it has been concluded that drivers are not likely to lose 
control of their vehicles on curve-grade sites unless they are attempting to perform 
severe maneuvers on slippery road surfaces with fair-to-poor tires. The AASHTO 
design procedures—as described in A Policy on Geometric Design of Rural High-
ways, 1965 (GDRH) and A Policy on Design of Urban Highways and Arterial 
Streets, 1973 (DUHAS)—provide a practical method for arriving at reasonable 
geometric designs for sites with combined horizontal curvature and vertical grade, 
provided (1) the selected values of superelevation are large enough to result in 
adequate pavement surface drainage and (2) the pavement skid resistance is suffi-
cient for anticipated vehicle maneuvering. However, misinterpretation of the 
AASHTO design procedures has resulted in design and construction of long-radius 
curves with inadequate superelevation for surface drainage that contributes to an 
extraordinary wet-weather accident rate at this type of site. The report recom-
mends compliance with the design superelevation values for various degrees of 
curvature and design speeds found in Tables 111-7 to 111-10 in (GDRH) and at-
tention to roadway geometry, signing, and maintenance practices to reduce severe 
maneuvers on curves. 

A major premise of these recommendations is that the pavement skid resist-
ance at a given site should be adequate for the characteristics of the site. Accord-
ingly, a formula has been developed for determining skid resistance requirements 
as a function of site geometrics, cross-section drainage properties, the traffic speed 
distribution, and minimum tire traction properties. Also, a rationale is presented 
for defining the maneuver demand potential along the length of the roadway as a 
highway design aid. To aid in determining improvements to be made at a high-
accident site, a form has been developed to record the pertinent roadway factors. 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH APPROACH 

This report presents findings, recommendations, and con 
clusions developed by the Highway Safety Research Insti-
tute (HSRI) of The University of Michigan for the 
National CoOperative Highway Research Program 
(NCHRP) in a project entitled: "Influence of Combined 
Highway Grade and Horizontal Alignment on Skidding." 
This project deals with that portion of the over-all accident 
problem involving vehicle operation on highway sections 
containing both curvature and grade (upgrade or down-
grade). The principal objective of this research was to 
develop tentative guidelines for highway geometrics and 
pavement surface characteristics to ensure adequate vehicle 
control during maneuvers on highway sections with com-
bined vertical and horizontal alignment. 

The specific tasks were to: 

1. Examine analytically the roadway and vehicle factors 
that influence the safe operation of modern passenger auto-
mobiles on highway sections containing a combination of 
horizontal alignment and vertical alignment, with emphasis 
on the downgrade horizontal curvature condition. Specifi-
cally, the following parameters and variables are to be in-
cluded in this analysis: 

Roadway—grades, superelevation rate and runoff, 
radius and type of horizontal alignment, pavement 
surface properties and conditions, drainage. 
Vehicle and Operation Characteristics—Operating 
speeds and lateral acceleration; braking and longi-
tudinal acceleration; weight, geometry, suspension, 
and related factors; tire characteristics and condi-
tions. 

High-level mathematical simulation techniques for analyz-
ing the operation of automobiles with varying vehicle pa-
rameters under roadway conditions have been dveloped 
through research in other programs and verified by full-
scale tests. Because of this fact—coupled with cost con-
straints—the development of new models is not anticipated 
during this project. 

2. Determine those combinations of speed, roadway 
geometrics, and pavement conditions that define the onset 
of skidding for mOdern passenger automobiles. 

3. Evaluate the results of tasks 1 and 2 by one or more 
of the following methods: 

Comparison with accident experience and roadway 
characteristics. 
Physical simulation. 
Field studies. 
Other. 

4. Suggest measures for alleviating skidding accidents on 
highway sections containing a combination of horizontal 
and vertical alignment and prepare recommended additions 
or modifications to current AASHTO design policy to ac- 

commodate anticipated vehicle maneuvers on this type of 
highway section. 

A plan was adopted which addressed the specific objec-
tives by dividing the research into six research tasks. These 
tasks and the type of work performed in each task are 
briefly summarized as follows: 

Accident Data Analysis—Accident data files for the 
Ohio and Pennsylvania Turnpikes were established and 
interrogated to obtain a relationship between horizontal 
and vertical alignment and accident experience. 

Computer Simulation Studies—The Highway-Vehicle-
Object Simulation Model/ (HVOSM) (1) was applied to 
determine those roadway and vehicle factors leading to loss 
of control and the onset of skidding on sections of highway 
with combined vertical and horizontal alignment. Both a 
pilot simulation study for screening many factors and a 
full-scale simulation study were conducted. The maximum 
safe velocities, subject to operating conditions, for equilib-
rium cornering, lane changes, and lane changing combined 
with braking were evaluated. 

Field Investigation of Problem Sites—Two sections 
of highway, one on the Ohio Turnpike and the other on 
1-95 in Virginia, both of which have combined horizontal 
and vertical alignment and high-accident experience, were 
selected and studied to identify those characteristics having 
potential for producing accidents at these sites. 

Analysis of Results of Tasks 1, 2, and 3—The results 
of Tasks 2 and 3 were supplemented with analytical cal-
culations of braking efficiency, cornering efficiency, and 
pavement drainage. The results of the accident data 
analyses (Task 1) were combined with results predicted by 
simulation to determine the conditions that cause loss of 
control. 

Formulation of Design Policy Recommendations—
Measures for reducing the incidence of passenger car acci-
dents on sections of highway with combined horizontal 
alignment and upgrade and downgrade vertical alignment 
were derived from the findings of Tasks 1 through 4, and 
these measures were used to recommend modifications in 
current AASHTO design policy. 

Preparation of the Final Report—The findings from 
the research approach defined by Tasks 1 through 5 are 
presented in Chapter Two of this report. These findings 
have been organized into the following categories: 

AcCident Data Analysis. 
Vehicle Loss-of-Control Analysis. 
Pavement Drainage. - 
Selection and Evaluation of Problem Sites. 
Design Policy Analysis. 

Interpretations and appliCations of these findings are dis- 
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cussed in Chapter Three. Conclusions are stated in Chap-
ter Four. Part II of this report contains several appendixes 
providing detailed documentation of the work done to pro-
duce the findings presented in Chapter Two. (Part II is 
not published herewith but is contained in a separate 

* A. Accident Data Analysis; B. Vehicle Dynamics on Curve-Grade 
Sections of Highway; C. The Influence of Grade and Curvature Align-
ment Combinations on Pavement Drainage; D. Field Evaluation of High-
way Sites with High Accident Rates Having Combined Grade and Hori-
zontal Curvature; E. The Influence of Grade on the AASHTO Curve 
Design Formula; F. Tentative Methods for Analysis of Accident-Causation 
Factors at Highway Sites with High Accident Rates; and G. Relationship 
Between Tire Shear Force and Tire Condition and Construction Factors. 

volume, as submitted by the agency to the sponsors, and is 
available from NCIIRP on a loan basis on request.) 

It should be noted that towards the end of the contract 
period, emphasis was shifted from computer analysis to site 
evaluation studies because the simulation results and the 
accident data analysis indicated that vehicle drivers were 
not likely to lose control of their vehicles on curve-grade 
sites unless they were attempting to perform severe 
maneuvers on slippery road surfaces with fair-to-poor tires. 
Consequently, the problem sites were examined carefully to 
identify causes for severe maneuvers and relatively large 
water depths. 

CHAPTER TWO 

FINDINGS 

The findings and results of this program are presented in 
this chapter and are interpreted in Chapter Three to explain 
how they can be applied to the problem of maintaining 
vehicle control during maneuvers on highway sections con-
taining a combination of horizontal and vertical alignment. 

ACCIDENT DATA ANALYSIS 

Synopsis of Accident Analysis Findings 

The analysis of the turnpike accident data shows no evi-
dence of effects that can be attributed to grades and curves 
in combination. The Pennsylvania Turnpike accident rate 
is not dependent on grade, but does increase with increas-
ing curvature. The Ohio Turnpike shows no significant 
accident dependence on either grade or curvature, except 
that a specific ° curve on a 3-percent downgrade has a 
very high accident rate. This accident history appears to 
be highly associated with wet pavement, and to be asso-
ciated to some extent with heavily worn tires. All 10 

curves in Ohio have a high incidence of wet-pavement 
accidents. Curves within the range of 0 044 to 1 o49  in 
Pennsylvania also have a somewhat higher incidence of 
wet-pavement accidents than do curves of other curvatures. 

Turnpike Accident Data Studies 

Effects of Horizontal and Vertical Alignment 
on Accident Rates 

The primary objective of the accident data analyses per-
formed in this study was to determine the extent to which 
horizontal and vertical alignment, both singly and in com-
bination, influence the accident rate of a highway. These 
analyses were facilitated by acquiring data on the accidents 
produced on the main traffic-ways of the Ohio and Penn- 

sylvania Turnpikes. These highways have grades ranging 
from —3 to +2 percent on the Ohio Turnpike and from 
—3 to +3 percent on the Pennsylvania Turnpike. Curves 
on the two highways are limited to maximum curvatures of 
2°30' in Ohio and 6° in Pennsylvania. The Pennsylvania 
accident data cover a 21/2 -year period starting in 1966, 
and consist of records on 9,822 mainline accidents. Be-
ginning in 1966, 41/2  years of highway operations on the 
Ohio Turnpike yielded 5,553 mainline accidents. 

Traffic counts were derived from the toll records. In-
formation existed in sufficient detail to permit traffic ex-
posure to be computed for each point on the highway. 

Vertical alignment was combined with each accident 
record and merged with the traffic data. Similarly, hori-
zontal alignment was also merged with both the accident 
records and traffic data. 

The two sets of data—exposure and accident—per-
mitted a derivation of accident rates with respect to both 
horizontal and vertical alignment. The analytic technique 
used was dummy variable multiple regression on stratified 
levels of vertical and horizontal alignment. Appendix A 
in Part II (available on loan) contains a detailed discussion 
of these regression models and the results obtained from 
their use. 

Although both grade and curvature are continuous vari-
ables, their distribution on the turnpikes is not continuous. 
Furthermore, the quantity of data to be analyzed did not 
justify high resolution in the treatment of either parameter. 
For these reasons, grade was stratified into 7 levels, and 
horizontal alignment into 8 to 13 levels. The regression 
models provide additive estimates of the contribution to 
the accident rate that derive from horizontal and vertical 
alignment by using the data from all of the geometric com-
binations to estimate the incremental effect of each param-
eter. 



TABLE 1 

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION MODELS—ALL ACCIDENTS 

OHIO PENNSYLVANIA 

% Cells 
Outside 

Treatment of Standard Confidence Standard % Cells 

Horizontal 2 
Error of Interval 2 

Error of 
Rank 

Outside 
C.I. 

Alignment p Regression Rank (95%) p Regression 

Curvature 
8 levels 0.6488 0.0067 2 11.4 0.5989 0.0080 3 13.7 

Curvature 
11 levels ------ ------ -  ---- 0.6731 0.0064 2 16.0 

Super-
elevation 0.3239 0.0111 3 4.2 0.3540 0.0132 4 13.3 

Side force 
factor f 0.6825 0.00652 1 11.4 0.7445 0.0038 1 23.2 

The two highways have quite different over-all accident 
experience. On the Ohio Turnpike the over-all accident 
rate is 96 accidents per 10 11  veh-mi, whereas the corre-
sponding rate on the Pennsylvania Turnpike is 148. This 
difference, reflected in the results of the regression models, 
makes highway-to-highway comparisons difficult to inter-
pret. The problem is compounded by the use of different 
superelevation policies on the two highways. Thus, hori-
zontal alignment is not defined completely by curvature 
alone. Because the regression of accident rate against cur-
vature produced results that differed on the two highways, 
two additional models were used to describe the horizontal 
alignment. The three models used were regression of acci-
dent rate against (1) curvature, (2) superelevation rate, 
and (3) the portion of D'Alembert force due to lateral 
acceleration,'tvhich must be provided by pavement skid 
resistance (note that item (3) is sometimes referred to as 
"side friction factor" in AASHTO design policy (2, 3); 
see also Eq. 6). The latter was computed from curvature, 
superelevation rate, and speed equal to the posted legal 
limit. This quantity will be called the "side force factor," 
and the symbol f will be used to represent this quantity. 

'l'able 1 provides a summary assessment of the regression 
models. The square of the multiple correlation coefficient, 
p 2, indicates the proportion of the variability in the data 
that is explained by the regression model. Thus the model 
with 8 levels of curvature explains 65 percent of the vari-
ability in Ohio and 60 percent in Pennsylvania, whereas 
the use of 11 levels of curvature in Pennsylvania explains 
67 percent of the variability. The superelevation rate 
models were relatively unsatisfactory on both highways 
and of little value in comparing highways. The side force 
factor provided the highest correlation and explained ap-
proximately 70 percent of the variability. 

The expected accident rate (based on the coefficient of 
the regression), the observed rate, the difference (resid-
uals), and the 95-percent confidence intervals about the 
expected rate were computed for each combination of 
grade and horizontal alignment. 

Acident-causation factors not explained by the additive 
alignment model would be expected to result in observed  

rates outside the confidence intervals with a probability of 
0.05. Therefore, such occurrences would be expected in 
5 percent of the combinations of grade and horizontal 
alignment. This proportion was exceeded in all models by 
a factor that indicates significant unidentified "error" 
sources. The individual cells having residuals representing 
real differences as opposed to chance consequences of 
random error can not be uniquely identified. Interaction 
between grade and horizontal alignment is no more sig-
nificant than when each is considered separately. 

The results of the regression models are given in detail 
in Appendix A (Part II), and the principal findings are 
depicted graphically in Figures 1 through 4 for the 8-level 
curvature model applied to the Ohio data and the 11-level 
model applied to the Pennsylvania data for tangent sections 
with little or no grade. Figures 5 through 8 show the 
results for the side-force-factor model, also for tangent sec-
tions with little or no grade. Results are given in each 
figure for all accidents and for single-vehicle and wet-
pavement accidents. 

The regression analysis indicates no statistically signifi-
cant and problematical dependence of accident rate on 
grade except at the steeper downgrades (-2.5 to —3 
percent) in Ohio. On the Pennsylvania Turnpike, there 
are moderate but significant reductions of single-vehicle 
accident rates on the steeper upgrades; on wet-pavement 
accidents on downgrades the reduction rate is about 1 
percent. Both turnpikes show an accident dependence on 
curvature and side force factor. The models of Ohio 
Turnpike experience have a very high peak in accident 
rates at 10  curves and the equivalent f of 0.043. The 
accident rate in Ohio is not significantly dependent on other 
values of curvature or f. The Pennsylvania data' exhibit 
an increasing accident rate with increasing curvature and 
with increasing f, but do not exhibit a high peak on 10 

curves, as is the case in Ohio. Although the Pennsylvania 
Turnpike has locations with higher side force factors as 
well as higher curvatures than the Ohio Turnpike, the 
accident rates are higher in Pennsylvania than in Ohio at 
all curvatures and side force values. Thus, the side-force-
factor model fails to explain the substantial accident rate 
differences between the two highways. 
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Figure 1. Curvature model—expected relationship between curvature and crash rate using 
Ohio Turnpike data (grade = ±0.6%). 

It is particularly noteworthy that there is a very high 
accident-rate site on the Ohio Turnpike. 	The intersection 
of the high-accident downgrade and high-accident curva- 

a) - ture (grade = —2.5 to —3 percent and curvature = 0044! 
to 1 05!)  is the only cell with an observed accident rate 

a> higher than the confidence interval of the expected accident 
> rate. Furthermore, the 34 accidents in this cell all occurred 

.ii 	. in the westbound lanes between mileposts 166.4 and 166.6. bD 

- - This location is a 	curve on a 3-percent downgrade. 
a . 	t The accident rate in this 0.2-mile segment was 665 acci- 

K 	R 	U 

dents! 10 8  veh-mi over the 41/2 -year period covered by the 
data, as compared to an average of 95.9 for the entire 
highway. Later data supplied by the Turnpike Commission 

- for the same site indicate that from July 1970 to April 
41 1973—a 34-month period subsequent to the 41/2 -year 

period—the accident rate was 559 accidents! 108  veh-mi. 
The site has continued to have a high accident record. 
Since the curvature is rather modest, the location was 
selected as a field study site and the findings are discussed - 

I 	. later under "Evaluation of the Ohio Turnpike Site." 

\ 	\ 
I 	I 

V 
Environmental Factors 

\ Several factors were examined relative to their associa- 
U) 

7 / 
-Oo 

- 	' tion with accident rate and grade and curvature; namely, 
surface conditions, number of vehicles involved in the 
accident, and illumination. Weather was not included be- 

zi 
found that surface conditions are a surrogate  

Co  to 

Table 2 gives the distribution of accidents by surface 
condition for each stratum of curvature and grade on the I 	 I 

o 	 0 	 0 0 	 0 	 0 Ohio Turnpike. It is important to observe that an abnor- - mally high proportion of the accidents produced on curves 
311w 913TI19J 	80i/soqs8x to -14 within the range of 0°44' to 1 0 5' and on downgrades of 
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Figure 3. Curvature model—expected relationship between curvature and crash rate using Pennsylvania Turnpike 
data (11 levels of curvature; grade = ±0.6%). 
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Figure 4. Curvature model—expected relationship between grade and crash rate using Penn- 
sylvania Turnpike data (11 levels of curvature; curvature =0° ). 

2.5 to 3.5 percent occurred on wet pavements. Wet-
pavement accidents are overrepresented in road sections 
with these alignments by nearly 2 to 1. (The curvature and 
grade strata with high "wet" incidence contain the site 
selected for field investigation.) in addition, tangent sec-
tions of the Ohio Turnpike have a lower proportion of 
wet-pavement accidents than the remainder of the road. 
Corresponding data for the Pennsylvania Turnpike are 
given in Table 3. The relative incidence of wet-surface 
accidents does not vary significantly with grade in Penn-
sylvania. A high proportion of wet-weather accidents does 

occur on curves 0044C to 1 o49 on the Pennsylvania Turn- 

pike. 
Table 4 classifies the Ohio Turnpike accidents occurring 

on the various levels of curvature and grade into single-
and multi-vehicle accidents. Note that the incidence of 
single-vehicle accidents is higher in the same two strata 
that exhibited a high proportion of wet-surface accidents. 
Although the data in Table 5 show some variation for 
single-vehicle accidents on the Pennsylvania Turnpike, no 
consistent pattern is observed. 

Both turnpikes have the highest relative incidence of 
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Figure 5. Side force factor model—expected relationship between side force factor and crash rate using Ohio 
Turnpike data (intervals of side force factor used for side force model indicated by horizontal bar below 
abscissa; grade ±0.6%). 
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Figure 6. Side force factor model—expected relationship between grade and crash rate using Ohio 
Turnpike data (curvature = 00 ).  
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Figure 8. Side force factor model—expecled relationship between grade and crash rate using Ohio Turnpike 
data (curvature= 00). 

wet-pavement and single-vehicle accidents on curves of 

about t o . Both types of accidents could be expected to 
be associated with loss of control from limitations of the 

tire-road interface. 
A distribution of accidents categorized by the presence of 

daylight or darkness is given in Tables 6 and 7. Except 
for a greater incidence of crashes occurring in darkness on 
tangents of the Ohio Turnpike, very little variation as a 
function of alignment exists on either turnpike. 

Causative Factors at High-Accident Sites 

The highway alignment geometrics identified as high-
accident sites by the regression analysis are the 1 ° curves 
and the 2.5 to 3 percent downgrades on the Ohio Turnpike 
and the 4° 13' to 6° curves on the Pennsylvania Turnpike. 
One-way analyses of variance of numbers of accidents at 
these alignments were run against other alignments, using 
the variables in each file that are related to causation as 
control variables. Summaries of the results are given in 
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TABLE 2 

ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE BY SURFACE 
CONDITION-OHIO TURNPIKE 

TABLE 3 

ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE BY SURFACE 
CONDITION-PENNSYLVANIA TURNPIKE 

Degree of Number of Percent: 
- Degree of Number of Percent:  Curvature Accidents Dry Wet Other* Curvature Accidents Dry Wet Other* 

0001 3,317 61.5 18.5 20.0 000, 4,479 53.3 29.5 17.2 

001_00211 619 56.7 27.6 15.7 0011_0043, 569 51.7 29.2 19.2 

0221 -0°43' 621 54.4 32.2 13.4 00441 -1°49' 1,595 38.1 51.2 10.8 
0044_105, 616 349 534 117 1050'-2033' 1,310 38.4 43.5 18.1 

1°6 1 -1°27' 96 60.4 27.1 12.5 2°341 3°22' 1,136 43.8 35.6 20.6 

10281 -1°49' 73 56.2 32.9 11.0 3°231 -4°12' 434 39.4 42.4 18.2 

1050_2011, 78 55.1 21.8 23.1 40131 -4°l2' 75 48.0 30.7 21.3 

2°12'-2°33' 133 47.4 21.8 30.8 50001_6000, 224 55.8 33.0 11.2 

Total 5,553 56.7 25.4 17.9 Total 9,822 16.7  47.1 36.2 

Grade in 
Percent Grade in 

Percent 
+1.5 	to +2.4 649 57.5 22.2 20.3 

+2.5 	to +3.5 1,615 49.8 32.3 17.9 
+0.7 	to +1.4 547 55.9 23.6 20.5 

+1.5 	to +2.4 1,016 46.4 36.0 17.6 
-0.6 	to +0.6 2,879 59.9 24.8 15.2 

+0.7 	to +1.4 1,007 50.1 36.0 13.9 
-1.4 	to 	-0.7 642 52.8 25.7 21.5 

-0.6 	to 	+0.6 2,158 46.4 40.0 13.6 
-2.4 	to 	-1.5 708 49.4 29.2 21.3 

-1.4 	to 	-0.7 1,009 51.7 30.5 17.8 
-3.5 	to 	-2.5 83_ 36.1 49.4 14.5 

-2.4 	to 	-1.5 1,198 46.4 37.4 16.2 
Total 5,553 56.7 25.4 17.9 

-3.5 	to 	-2.5 1,819 41.8 37.7 20.5 
*The "other" category consists largely 	of Snow/ice Total 9,822 47.1 36.2 16.7 
conditions. 

*The "other" category consists largely of Snow/ice 

conditions. 

Tables 8 through 10. The significance level given in each 
table as a percent is the probability that differences as great 
as those observed would result from chance alone. If the 
significance level is less than 5 percent, the differences are 
usually interpreted as real. 

The results shown in Table 8 for weather, light condi-
tions, and surface conditions are consistent with earlier 
observations made in this section. The variable tabulated 
as "primary cause" listed on the accident report contains 
a higher incidence of entries implicating defective tires on 
1 ° curves than on the remainder of the road. This result 
is noteworthy and will be discussed later. Defective tires 
were also listed frequently as the "unsafe action." 

On the 2.5- to 3-percent downgrades in the Ohio Turn-
pike (Table 9), rain and wet pavements are frequently 
implicated in the accident record. No primary causation 
codes-such as tires, vehicle defects, speed, drinking, in-
attention, etc.-were indicated with significantly different 
frequencies. Inattention was listed as a personal factor 
significantly less frequently in accidents occurring on down-
grades. Fixed-object accidents were overrepresented. 

Table 10 gives the analysis of variance for curves within 
the range 4°13' to 6°, compared with tangents and curves  

up to 0°43' on the Pennsylvania Turnpike. Weather, illumi-
nation, and surface conditions were not significant, whereas 
they were on the Ohio Turnpike. Speed too fast, failed to 
signal, and fatigue were frequently listed causes on the 
sharper curves. Defective tires were less frequently listed. 
The findings categorized by accident type are similar to 
those obtained in Ohio except for the higher incidence of 
head-on collisions occurring in Pennsylvania. 

Eighty percent of the accidents on the 4° to 6° curves 
of the Pennsylvania Turnpike are also on grades of from 
2.5 to 3.5 percent, nearly equally divided between up-
grades and downgrades. This finding reflects the nature of 
the topography where the sharp curves occur. 

The high incidence of wet-pavement accidents occurring 
on 1 ° curves in Ohio has been noted. Examination of the 
individual accident reports filed for accidents occurring at 
the selected field study site in Ohio during the 41/2 -year 
study period and in the subsequent years shows a high in-
cidence of wet-pavement accidents occurring with tires 
with little or no tread. At least on the Ohio Turnpike, it 
appeared that insufficient tread depth might be the principal 
tire "defect." 

The relationship between defective tires and wet pave- 
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TABLE 4 

SINGLE- VERSUS MULTI-VEHICLE 
OHIO TURNPIKE 

ACCIDENTS- 

TABLE 5 

SINGLE- VERSUS MULTI-VEHICLE ACCIDENTS-
PENNSYLVANIA TURNPIKE 

Percent: Percent: 

Degree of Number of Single Multi- Degree of Number of Single Multi- 

Curvature Accidents Vehicle Vehicle Curvature Accidents Vehicle Vehicle 

00 01 3,317 66.4 33.6 010' 4,479 52.9 47.1 

0 011_0 0211  619 62.4 37.6 0°11 -0°43' 569 56.4 43.6 

0°221 0043' 621 69.2 30.8 00441_1049 1,595 69.7 30.3 

0044_15t 616 75.3 24.7 1050_2033 1,310 65.1 34.9 

106,_10 271 96 67.7 32.3 2°341 -3°22' 1,136 64.3 35.7 

10281049I 73 74.0 26.0 3°231 -4°12' 434 65.9 34.1 

1050_2011 78 74.4 25.6 4°13'-4°59' 75 53.3 46.7 

2°121 -2°33' 133 64.7 353 5°00 1 -6°00' 224 60.3 39.7 

Total 5,553 67.4 32.6 Total 9,822 59.5 40.5 

Grade in Grade in 
Percent 

Percent 

+1.5 	to +2.4 649 64.4 35.6 +2.5 	to +3.5 1,615 46.6 53.4 

+0.7 	to +1.4 547 66.2 33.8 +1.5 	to +2.4 1,016 62.4 37.6 

-0.6 	to 	+0.6 2,879 68.7 31.3 +0.7 to +1.4 1,007 59.7 40.3 

-1.4 	to 	-0.7 642 65.6 34.4 -0.6 	to +0.6 2,158 61.9 38.1 

-2.4 	to 	-1.5 708 67.2 32.8 -1.4 	to 	-0.7 1,009 61.3 38.7 

-3.5 	to 	-2.5 83 73.5 26.5 -2.4 	to 	-1.5 1,198 61.4 38.6 

Total 5,553 67.4 32.6 3.5 	to 	-2.5 1,819 62.8 37.2 

Total 9,822 59.5 40.5 

ment for the entire accident population of each turnpike is 
shown in Table 11. In Ohio, nearly twice as many defec-
tive tires appear in the wet-pavement accidents as in the 
dry-surface set, and a higher proportion of defective tires 
is found in wet-surface accidents than would be expected 
from the •distribution of accidents. The differences are 
significant at the 0.0-percent level. Nearly the inverse is 
true in Pennsylvania, where the incidence of defective tires 
is considerably lower. The differences in "defective tires" 
in the two highways may be partly the result of accident 
file structure and differences in reporting protocol. Com-
parisons between highways with respect to causative factors 
may not be realistic. 

VEHICLE LOSS-OFCONTROL ANALYSIS 

Types of Analysis 

Computer simulation techniques and simplified theoreti-
cal analyses can be effectively employed to examine the 
roadway and vehicle factors that influence the safety of 
current automobiles operating on highways characterized 
by a combination of horizontal and vertical alignments. 
Both of these types of analysis have been used in this pro-
gram. 

The theoretical analysis provides insight into (1) vehicle 
braking as influenced by vehicle loading, geometry, brake 
proportioning, and pavement surface friction; (2) vehicle 
cornering as influenced by grade, superelevation, radius 
of curvature, velocity, pavement friction, tire characteris-
tics, and vehicle geometry; and (3) the influence of brak-
ing while cornering. Two results from this analysis will be 
discussed in this section. They are (1) a working definition 
of "vehicle loss of control" and (2) a quasistatic analysis 
of cornering on a downgrade. A detailed presentation of 
the entire analysis is given in the first part of Appendix B 
in Part II. 

The simulation study consisted of two parts-a pilot 
study to assess the importance of the many vehicle and 
roadway factors affecting vehicle cornering performance on 
a grade, and a parametric study to examine the influence 
of different surfaces, tires, grades, curvatures, supereleva-
tions, and vehicle types on the maximum speed at which 
the folowing three maneuvers could be performed: corner-
ing under traction, cornering and lane changing, and 
cornering plus lane changing combined with braking. The 
Highway-Vehicle-Object Simulation Model (HVOSM) pro-
gram (1) was used to perform this parametric study. 
Because the HVOSM program requires the input of coeffi- 
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TABLE 6 TABLE 7 

ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE BY ILLUMINATION- ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE BY ILLUMINATION_ 
OHIO TURNPIKE PENNSYLVANIA TURNPIKE 

Degree of Number of *Percent: Degree of Number of *Percent: 
Curvature Accidents Daylight Darkness Curvature Accidents Daylight Darkness 
0001 3,317 53.1 40.4 0*0 1  4,479 62.4 33.0 
0011 00211 619 58.8 36.5 0°1'-0°43' 569 62.9 32.9 
00221_00431 621 56.4 39.1 00441_1049, 1,595 67.9 27.2 

0°44 1 -1°5' 616 65.3 29.7 1°50 1 -2033' 1,310 66.2 28.5 
1061_10271 96 57.3 40.6 2°34'-3°22' 1,136 64.4 32.0 

1°281 -1°49' 73 56.2 37.0 3°231 -4°12' 434 65.9 29.5 

l°50 1 -2°11' 78 46.2 52.6 4°131 -4059' 75 72.0 26.7 

2°121 -2°33' 133 68.4 27.8 5°00 1 -6°00' 224 59.8 35.3 

Total 5,553 55.8 38.5 Total 9,822 64.2 31.2 

Grade in 
Percent 

+1.5 	to +2.4 649 59.3 41.6 

+0.7 to +1.4 547 54.8 41.3 

-0.6 	to +0.6 2,879 53.5 39.8 

-1.4 	to -0.7 642 62.3 33.3 

-2.4 	to -1.5 708 60.6 35.3 

-3.5 	to -2.5 83 55.4 39.8 

Total 5,553 55.8 38.5 

*The daylight and darkness figures add to less than 

100 because 5.6% of the accidents were at dawn/dusk. 

cient of friction data for given sets of tire and pavement 
conditions, an auxiliary program was written to accept sepa-
rate inputs for general tire and pavement surface character-
istics and to compute coefficient of friction values. Pave-
ment surface characteristics were described in terms of skid 
number measured at 40 mph (SN40) and skid number 
gradient with respect to speed. Auxiliary programs were 
also written to (1) calculate terrain tables suitable for 
representing superelevated curve/grade sites in the simula-
tion model and (2) provide steering inputs to guide the 
simulated vehicle along a circular roadway while also 
being capable of changing lanes. These auxiliary programs 
and the results from the simulation study are treated in 
detail in the latter part of Appendix B (Part II). This 
section presents the analytical results, followed by a sum-
mary of the findings of the simulation study. 

Results from the Simplified Analysis 

A primary result, derived in part from the simplified 
analysis, is a definition of "loss of control." The following 
working definition of "loss of control" was adopted for use 
in this investigation. A driver (or the vehicle control 
system used in the simulation) has suffered a. loss of control 

Grade in 
Percent 

+2.5 to +3.5 1,615 68.0 27.6 

+1.5 to +2.4 1,016 62.9 32.7 

+0.7 to +1.4 1,007 63.2 31.3 

-0.6 to +0.6 2,158 44.2 31.0 

-1.4 to -0.7 1,009 59.8 36.6 

-2.4 to -1.5 1,198 64.6 30.2 

-3.5 to -2.5 1,19 63.8 31.6 

- 	Total -. 	9,822 64.2 31.2 

*The daylight and darkness figures add to less than 

100 because 4.6% of the accidents were at dawn/dusk. 

when either (1) an increase in steering angle no longer 
produces a higher path curvature (1/R) (referred to herein 
as "trajectory instability"), or (2) an increase in steer 
angle produces an unstable yaw acceleration (referred to 
herein as "directional instability"). 

In the first loss-of-control mechanism, the vehicle's re-
sponse to steering inputs is commonly referred to as a 
"plow-out." It is characterized by a saturation of the 
lateral shear force capability of the front tires. The second 
loss-of-control mechanism is popularly referred to as "spin-
out," and it is characterized by saturation of the lateral 
shear force capability of the rear tires. In this latter case, 
the front tires, which are still capable of producing addi-
tional side force, can be steered to produce forces that 
can not be balanced by the saturated rear tires. Conse-
quently, the vehicle has an unbalanced yaw moment that 
tends to spin the vehicle around, thereby developing a large 
angle (called the sideslip angle) between the tangent to the 
path of the center of gravity of the vehicle and the direction 
of the vehicle's plane of symmetry. Both loss-of-control 
mechanisms are recognized readily when they occur in 
the simulation. The plow-out response is identified by an 
ever-increasing steer angle with no corresponding increase 
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TABLE 8 

SUMMARY OF ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE—OHIO TURNPIKE 

Accidents on 
Other 

Curves of 0044105  
Curvatures Including 

Compared 
Tangents 

to All 

Relative Significance 
Variable Condition 	Incidence Level 	(%) 

Weather rain or sleet - high* < 	0.1 
other - low 

Light dark - high < 	0.1 
dawn - low 

Surface wet - high < 	0.1 
Condition others - low 
Primary Cause defective tires, 
Listed on unsafe speed - high < 	0.1 
Acc. 	Report mech. 	failure, 

sleep - low 
Unsafe drinking - high < 	0.1 
Personal unskilled driver, 
Factors sleep, 

inattention - low 
Unsafe defective tires, 
Action unsafe speed 

for conditions - high < 	0.1 
lost control, 
failure to yield 
1/2 roadway, 
crowding - low 

Accident sideswipe, 
Type fixed object, 

ran-off-road - high < 	0.1 
rear end - low 

AThe terms "high" and "low" refer to the relative number 

of accidents under the conditions listed. For example, 

in this table corresponding to the variable "Primary 

Cause Listed on Acc. Report," "defective tires" and 

"unsafe speed" are cited with relatively high frequency 

while "mechanical failure" and "sleep" are cited 

relatively few times. 

in lateral acceleration. The spin-out is recognized by a 
dramatically divergent sideslip angle response. 

A simplified, numerically oriented explanation of vehicle 
behavior in loss-of-control situations can be obtained by 
using the results of the quasistatic analysis of cornering on 
a downgrade (presented in Appendix B of Part II). 'this 
analysis will predict results comparable to those obtained 
by Zuk (4) for cases in which the maximum lateral shear 
force capability of the front and rear tires is equal. In addi-
tion, this analysis can be used to predict loss of control 
when the maximum lateral forces capable of being pro-
duced by front and rear tires are different. During a 
steady turn maneuver there are two equilibrium conditions 
to be satisfied, in addition to not violating the constraints 
implied by the maximum available forces at the tires. These 
conditions are a lateral-force balance and a yaw-moment 
balance. In a highly simplified analysis, these conditions 
are expressed as: 

Lateral Force: 

F+F 1 =(W/g)(V2/R) —We 	(1) 

Yaw Moment: 

aF1 —bFyO 	 (2) 

where: 

FYF = the lateral force from both front tires; 
F 1  = the lateral force from both rear tires; 

W = the weight of the vehicle; 
R = the radius of the turn; 
e = the superelevation; 
a = the distance from the vehicle center of gravity to 

the front axle; 
b = the distance from the vehicle center of gravity to 

the rear axle; and 
g = the gravitational constant. 
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Note that grade does not enter into these simplified equa-
tions because grade has a negligible influence on steady 
turning performance for the range of grades found on most 
U.S. highways. 

Quite clearly, the skid resistance of the road limits the 
maximum total lateral force available and, consequently, 
the maximum lateral acceleration implied by Eq. 1. How-
ever, the moment balance between front and rear tire forces 
must be satisfied if the vehicle is to be under control in a 
turn. 

Simulation Findings 

A pilot simulation study was performed to identify the 
highway and vehicle factors to be examined in a more 
detailed parametric study. The parametric study contained 
the following items: 

I. Five types of road surfaces, representing different 
skid numbers and skid number gradients. 

Three states of tire wear: new, half worn, and fully 
worn. 

Three downgrades: 1 percent, 3 percent, and 6 
percent. 

Three curves: 10, 30, and 6°. 
Three superelevations: —0.0156 ft/ft, 0.048 ft/ft, 

and 0.100 ft/ft. 
Three vehicle types: small sedan, intermediate sedan, 

and station wagon. 
Three maneuvers: cornering under traction, corner-

ing and lane change, and cornering and lane change plus 
braking. 

As indicated, only passenger automobiles were included; 
thus, the findings of the simulation analysis do not apply  

to trucks, busses, and recreation vehicles. Wind and road 
roughness effects were also not included. 

The results of the parametric study are presented in 
terms of the maximum velocity above which loss of control 
will occur for the given operating conditions. In this study 
these maximum velocities were symbolized for each maneu-
ver as follows: 

V 11  = the limiting safe velocity for cornering with 
drive thrust applied as necessary to maintain 
constant velocity; 

V LC  = the limiting safe velocity for a cornering vehicle 
which also performs a 9- to 12-ft lane change 
while drive thrust is applied to maintain a con-
stant velocity; and 

V LOC  = the maximum initial velocity from which a 
combined lane change and abrupt stop maneu-
ver can be performed without loss of control. 

To appreciate fully the results of this simulation study, 
certain implications of the three maneuvers should be made 
clear. First, the limiting factor in the constant-speed corner-
ing maneuver is usually the amount of drive torque re-
quired to maintain constant velocity. The longitudinal slip 
required to produce a propulsive force on the rear drive 
wheels reduces the capability of the rear tires to produce 
a lateral force. As speed is increased, more longitudinal 
slip is required. Eventually an operating point is reached 
in which there is not enough lateral force available to main-
tain a yaw moment balance, and the vehicle spins out. The 
vehicle could execute the turn at a higher average speed 
if drive thrust were removed, with the vehicle, so to speak, 
"coasting." 

In the lane-change maneuver the direction of the lane 
change (i.e., to the right or to the left) affects the likeli- 

TABLE 9 

SUMMARY OF ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE—OHIO TURNPIKE 

Accidents on Downgrade of -2.5%-3% Compared to All 
Other Grades Including Horizontal Sections 

Relative 	Significance Variable 	 Condition 	Incidence 	Level (1) 

Weather rain - high* < 	0.1 
others - low 

Light not sig. 
Surface Conditions wet - high < 	0.1 

dry - low 
Primary Cause not sig. 
Unsafe Action unsafe speed 

for conditions - high 3.9 
failure to 
pass clearly - low 

Unsafe Personal 
Factors inattention - low 0.3 
Accident Type fixed object - high 0.1 

rear end, side 
swipe, ran-off- 
road - low 

*See footnote at bottom of Table 8 	for the meaning 

of the terms "high" and "low." 
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hood that the friction potential of the tire! surface interface 
will be exceeded. On a curve to the right, the simulation 
results indicate that greater instantaneous tire forces are 
required to change from the left lane to the right lane 
than to change from the right lane to the left lane. In the 
latter case, the acceleration developed in the curve helps 
to start the lane change (the driver can begin to "drift 
out"). But in the former case, the friction level of the 
tire!road interface is likely to be exceeded while trying to 
change to a smaller radius path. Clearly, the opposite is 
true on a curve to the left, where it is more difficult to 
change from the right to the left lane of the highway with-
out exceeding the friction potential available. The lane 
change results presented here correspond to the more de-
manding condition. 

In the third maneuver, lane changing plus braking, the 
lane change is made to the inside of the curve (the worst 
case) while the brakes are applied simultaneously to main-
tain 0.3-g longitudinal deceleration. For the slippery road 
conditions used in this study, the brake proportioning of 
most passenger vehicles is such that large front-wheel slip 
or even front-wheel lockup will occur in this maneuver. 
Thus the maximum side force capability of the front wheels 
will be reduced, and a plow-out type of response occurs 
at the velocity limit, VLOC. 

The simulation findings with respect to VCR  and VLOC 
are summarized in Figure 9. These results show for the 
critical lane change plus braking maneuver the influence of 
pavement skid number (SN40 ) and curvature on VCR  and 
VLOC for a baseline set of conditions in which a typical 
sedan with half-worn tires is operated with e = 0.0156 
ft/ft and G = —6 percent. It can be seen that, although 
curvature has a large influence on V, it has only a small 
influence on V LOC. Clearly, pavement skid number has a  

large bearing on these results. For example, in the case of 
a vehicle with half-worn tires, an SN40  value of 40 is needed 
to ensure that VLOC  is greater than 70 mph for a turn on a 
30  curve. For 6° curves, it appears that an SN40  value 
of about 55 is needed to ensure that VLOC  is greater than 
70 mph. For fully worn tires, even higher skid numbers 
would be needed. In fact, there is a direct trade-off between 
tire and pavement surface-characteristics because the 
HVOSM input is tire/pavement friction and the tire and 
pavement characteristics are combined in this study to 
compute the coefficient of friction values. 

It was also found that grade had very little influence on 
VLOC. In general terms, it may be said that the lane change 
plus braking maneuver was severe enough that grade and 
curvature had only a small influence on the results. 

In a later section under "Value of the Margin of Safety 
for Emergency Maneuvers," the results presented in Appen-
dix B for the VLC are used to develop an approximate 
linear formula for predicting the value of SN40  needed to 
make successful lane changes at curve/grade sites. Discus-
sion of this formula is deferred until that section. Never-
theless, it should be stated here that an important finding 
of the simulation study was that the lane-change maneuver 
was shown to be a critical condition that could result in 
loss-of-control situations at normal highway speeds. For 
example, as shown on Figure 10, for passenger cars oper-
ated with half-worn tires on 30  curves with 0.048 ft/ft 
superelevation, VLC = 66 mph on a surface with SN40  = 30. 

Comparable results using the simple point mass equation 
for cornering performance (see Eq. 8) are also shown on 
Figure 10. It is clear that using the point mass equation for 
predicting the cornering performance of an actual vehicle 
is far from conservative and could lead to a false sense of 
security. 
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PAVEMENT DRAINAGE ANALYSIS 

Pavement drainage is an important consideration in 
cross-section design in that water depth has a critical in-
fluence on the friction available at the tire-road interface. 
Tire hydroplaning is commonly considered to be the pri-
mary adverse effect resulting from excess water on the pave-
ment. In actuality, however, a complete hydroplaning, 
even with smooth tires, is probably a rare occurrence. The 
vast majority of wet-weather skidding accidents undoubt-
edly occurs as a result of water depths well below those 
needed for complete hydroplaning. Data obtained, for 
example, on a specific smooth tire (5) show that a water 
depth of 0.15 in. is required for complete hydroplaning 
wheel spindown at 60 mph, whereas the tire brake force 
coefficient becomes less than 0.05 at this same velocity at 
a water depth of 0.03 in. The primary consequence of 
excess water on the pavement, then, is a degradation in 
tire traction. The traction loss is almost always far short 
of that needed to produce hydroplaning; yet, the available 
traction is well below the range needed for safe driving. 

Research on methods for predicting pavement water 
depth as a function of rainfall rate and pavement geo-
metrics has been conducted at the Texas Transportation 
Institute (TTI), the Road Research Laboratory (RRL), 
and the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company. The results 
of these research efforts are discussed in Appendix C. 
Gallaway et a! (6) at TFI have developed a formula for 
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predicting water depth, which can be written in the follow-
ing form: 

d = [(3.38 x 10-3) 

(1)_oil (L) 425 	

- T 

(3) 

where: 

d = water depth above the top of the pavement tex- 
ture, in.; 

T = average pavement texture depth, in.; 
L = pavement width, ft; 

e* = pavement superelevation; and 
I = rainfall intensity, in./hr. 

A similar expression developed at the Road Research 
Laboratory (7) can be written as follows: 

(LI\
d= (5.9 x 10-s 

	0.47

) - 1 (e° 2  + G 2)° 135 	(4) 

where G is the grade of the pavement and the other terms 
are defined as in Eq. 3. 

Finally, Yeager and Miller at Goodyear (8, 9) have 
produced data that can be described by the equation 

/ \0.44 

d = (9.6 x 1O-)1 L - i (eO1 + G2)°°45  
\e* J 

	

+ (2.26 >< 10-3) (I)049(e*2  + G2)°'9 	(5) 

where d is the total water depth including the average 
water depth in the surface texture. 

In examining these three formulas for predicting water 
depth, it can be noted that Eq. 3 is independent of grade. 
The important roadway geometric factors in this expres-
sion are pavement width and superelevation. A weak 
dependence on texture depth is indicated. In Eqs. 4 and 
5, the primary geometric factors are also pavement width 
and superelevation. A weak dependence on grade is in-
dicated, and a texture term is missing. It can be concluded 
that road width and superelevation are the primary road-
way factors affecting pavement surface drainage, with 
grade and texture depth being of secondary importance. 
Increasing the road width increases the run-off distance and 
thus leads to increased water depths. Increasing the super-
elevation increases the pavement slope and leads to lower 
water depths. Increasing the grade, on the other hand, in-
creases both the slope and the run-off distance. Since the 
former leads to lower water depths and the latter to greater 
depths, the net effect is essentially zero. These conclusions 
are shown in Figure 11, which consists of a plot of water 
depth versus distance for separate sections of road having 
grades of 1 percent and 6 percent. Road width and super-
elevation are fixed at 24 ft and 0.0156 ft/ft, respectively. 
In comparing the three equations for predicting water 
depth, Figure 12 presents water depth versus road width 
as predicted by Eqs. 3, 4, and 5, for the following condi-
tions: 1= 0.25 in./hr, e = (3/16) in./ft =0.0156 ft/ft, 
and T = 0.0117 in. Much lower water depths are predicted 
by Eq. 3 than by Eqs. 4 or 5. Eq. 3 predicts negative water 
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depths for small road widths (i.e., the water level is below 
the top of the pavement texture), whereas Eq. 4 predicts 
zero depth and Eq. 5 predicts a positive value. These 
differences result from differences in experimental tech-
niques, definitions of water depth, and amount of data 
used by the three organizations. Also, the pavements used 
in the RRL research were comparatively more coarse-
textured than those used at Ti'! and Goodyear. Because 
of these discrepancies and the importance of water depth 
on tire shear force potential, further research in the deter-
mination of water depth is recommended (see Chapter 
Four). In discussions in later sections of this report, water-
depth predictions are based on Eq. 4. 

A demonstration of the manner in which pavement 
drainage influences traction is given in Table 12. Three 
types of pavement sections are compared: a tangent, a long 
radius superelevated curve, and a long radius superelevated 
curve with outside shoulder sloped with and at the same 
rate as the roadway. For a rainfall rate of 0.25 in./hr, the 
traction available on the tangent is between .4 and 6 skid 
number units greater than that available on the curves. 
Also shown on Table 12 are the equivalent side force skid 
number units required to traverse each pavement section 
in a steady-state manner. (The term "equivalent side force 
skid number units" in this particular context refers to the 
rough equivalence of cornering force and braking force 
capabilities of most tires. It is recognized, of course, that 
the braking capability of a particular tire may be somewhat 
more, or less, than its cornering capability. The term is 
used imprecisely here in a comparative sense rather than 
as an absolute measure.) Adding the losses due to both 
water depth and steady-state driving requirements yields  

the result that traction available on the curve sections is 
10 to 12 SN units less than that available on tangents. 
Thus, for the conditions indicated, pavement skid resistance 
on a curve should be greater by 10 to 12 skid number units 
if a vehicle is to travel a curve with the same margin of 
safety during wet weather as exists on a tangcnt. 

In summary, pavement water depth for a given precipita-
tion rate and for normal ranges of grades and curvature is 
primarily a function of pavement drainage width and super-
elevation. (This may not apply to special geometric sec-
tions such as interchange ramps roadways and transitions 
from tangents to curves.) Grade and pavement texture 
are secondary factors. The margin of wet-weather friction 
available for emergencies is less on curves than on tan-
gents. This margin is reduced by the friction requirements 
needed for steady-state cornering as well as by the in-
creased water depths that exist on curves as a result of the 
longer drainage path lengths that prevail on curved sec-
tions. 

SELECTION AND EVALUATION OF PROBLEM SITES 

Two highway sites were selected and subjected to an 
indepth evaluation to determine accident causation factors. 
One site is at a curve located on the westbound portion of 
the Ohio Turnpike between mileposts 166.4 and 166.6 
(just south of Cleveland). The other is at a curve on 1-95 
near Fredericksburg, Va., where there is an interchange 
between 1-95 and US 1. These two sites were chosen from 
an initial group of six, with five of the original six being 
subjected to a preliminary on-site evaluation. Each of the 
six sites is characterized by an alignment geometry com-
bining vertical grade with horizontal curvature. In each 
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Figure 12. A comparison of water-depth prediction equations. 

case, the curvature and grade are relatively gentle and well 
within the limitations suggested by the AASHTO (2). The 
manner of selecting the six initial sites, a description of 
each site, and the methods used in the preliminary on-site 
evaluations are discussed in Appendix D of Part II. A 
complete discussion of the indepth evaluation of each of the 
two selected sites is also given in Appendix D. A summary 
of these indepth evaluations is presented in the next section, 
along with an analytic example in which simulated maneu-
vers are compared with available accident data. 

Evaluation of the Ohio Turnpike Site 

The Ohio Turnpike site is a gentle 1 ° curve located 
between Exits 10 and 11. The site lies at a point where 
the roadway is on a 60-ft fill, with the grade varying 
between 2 percent and 3 percent downward. No inter-
change or service plaza is within 3 mi of the site, and there 
are no signs near the site. 

From January 1, 1966 to June 30, 1970, the number of 
recorded accidents between mileposts 166.4 and 166.6 was 
the highest for any 0.2-mi segment on the Turnpike. From 
January 1, 1966 to May 1, 1973, a total of 55 accidents on 
the 0.2-mi segment was recorded. Of the total, 37 (or 67 
percent) involved "skidding" or "loss of control" on a wet 
surface. Although data are not always recorded, 16 of the 
involved vehicles were shown on the accident reports to 
have had smooth tires. 

Rainfall data recorded at nearby Cleveland Hopkins 
Airport 'show that during the hour of the accident the  

rainfall accumulation was less than 0.1 in. almost 70 per-
cent of the time. Instantaneous rainfall rates may have 
varied from this at the site. 

Prior to June of 1970 the pavement at the site was port-
land cement concrete. Although the skid number was 
never directly recorded, measurements for similar sites 
along the Turnpike would suggest a skid number range of 
between 25 and 35 at the site during this period. The site 
was resurfaced with a bituminous overlay during June of 
1970. Recent skid trailer measurements indicate that the 
pavement SN40  values at the site are between 40 and 50. 

Prior to resurfacing, 79 percent of the accidents at the 
site occurred during wet weather. After resurfacing, this 
number decreased to 62 percent. These percentages are 
both much higher than the percentages that occur along 
the Turnpike and, as such, indicate a definite overinvolve-
ment of wet-weather accidents. 

The major cause of accidents at the site is apparently 
the result of inadequate pavement drainage. As was in-
dicated earlier, the water depth on a uniform pavement 
surface during rainy weather is primarily determined by 
road width, superelevation, and rainfall intensity. At the 
subject site, the effective road width, for drainage consid-
eration is 34 ft. This width includes the 24-ft width of the 
two traffic lanes plus a 10-ft paved shoulder, all of which 
are superelevated at the same rate of 0.0156 ft/ft. On the 
crowned tangent sections of the Turnpike, the drainage 
width is only 12 ft, with the cross slope also being 0.0156 
ft/ft. The net result of the greater drainage width on the 
curved section located at the subject site is that water 
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TABLE 12 

A COMPARISON OF WET-WEATHER TRACTION PROPERTIES FOR TANGENT AND 
CURVE PAVEMENT SECTIONS UNDER STEADY-STATE DRIVING CONDITIONS 

Computed 	 Equiva1ent 
Maximum 	 Side Force 

	

Water 	Traction 	SN Units 
Depth for 	Loss 	Required for 	 Traction 

	

Drainage 0.25 in/hr Due to 	Steady-State Total 	Loss Com- 

Pavement Section 
Width 	Rainfall 2 Water Depth Travel of 	Traction pared to 
ft. 	Rate, in. 	SN Units3 	Section4 	Loss 	Tangent 

Tangent 
	

12 	.028 	 3 	 0 	 3 	0 

Superelevated 
Curve, Shoulder Not 
Superelevated 	 24 	.040 	 7 	 6 	 13 	10 

Superelevated 
Curve, Super- 
elevated Shoulder 	34 	.046 	 9 	 6 	 15 	12 

Crown slope and superelevation cross Slope rate at 0.0156 ft/ft in all cases. 

Based on Equation (4). 

Full tread 5.20 x 10 cross-ply tire at 80 mph where losses are compared with a 

water depth of 0.02 in. (0.02 in. is the water depth used in the standard ASTM 

pavement skid test procedure) 

80 mph speed, 10 curve. 

depths during wet weather are roughly twice those oc-
curring on tangent sections. 

An analysis of the accident data and the pavement drain-
age analysis discussed previously indicate that the major 
problem at the Ohio Turnpike site is inadequate traction 
during wet weather caused by inadequate cross slope for 
pavement drainage. Possible methods for improving situa-
tions of this type are: 

Establish and enforce tire tread depth requirements. 
Establish and enforce reduced wet-weather speed 

limits at problem sites. 
Improve the pavement drainage. 
Increase the pavement skid resistance. 

Pavement drainage can be improved by decreasing the 
drainage length, by increasing superelevation with a pave-
ment overlay, and/or by providing drainage paths below 
the tire/road contact surface. An increase in supereleva-
tion at the site from 0.0 156 to 0.06 will reduce water depths 
by about one-third—a reduction that would not appear to 
be a complete solution. Increasing superelevation beyond 
0.06 is somewhat impractical and does not produce a sig-
nificant reduction in water depth. Water can be made to 
drain below the tire/road contact surface by adding a 
wearing course of large, sharp, aggregate—such as an open 
graded, asphalt friction course—or by grooving the pave-
ment in a transverse direction. The best suggestion seems 
to be to increase the surface superelevation to 0.06 by 
adding an open-graded friction course. The superelevation 
increase will improve drainage, whereas the wearing course 
will improve both the drainage and the surface skid resist-
ance. 

Evaluation of the 1-95 Site 

The selected site, on southbound 1-95 near Fredericks-
burg, Va., consists of a curve of 1 000Fs6  combined with 
a downgrade that varies between 2.6 percent and 3.1 per-
cent. The site is located at an interchange with US 1, with 
1-95 passing over US 1 on a bridge midway between the 
exit and entrance ramps to and from US 1. 

From December 18, 1964 to June 26, 1972, 133 acci-
dents were recorded on southbound 1-95 in a region ex-
tending 1,000 ft beyond the beginning and ending of the 
exit and entrance speed-change lanes. Of this number, 45 
accidents (or 34 percent) involved skidding or loss of con-
trol on a wet surface. Seven percent of the total were 
classed as sideswipes, 26 percent as rear-end collisions, and 
59 percent involved a collision with a fixed object along the 
roadside. Worn tires were reported as involved in only 7 
percent of the accidents, although tire condition was not 
always noted on the accident report. 

The regions between the exit ramp and the bridge 
(approximately 1,000 ft) and between the bridge and en-
trance ramp (also about 1,000 ft) had approximately 
equal percentages of involvements (27 percent and 24 
percent, respectively). The same is true of the 1000-ft 
segments before the exit ramp (17 percent) and after the 
entrance ramp (15 percent). Seventeen percent of the 
accidents occurred at the bridge. A general review of the 
collision diagrams for the site (10) suggests that a majority 
of the accidents occurred as a result of indecision in 
weaving, merging, exiting, and entering situations. 

Rainfall data recorded at nearby Quantico Marine Base 
show that during the hour of the accident the rainfall ac-
cumulation was less than 0.1 in. in 39 of the 51 wet- 
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weather accidents. Instantaneous rainfall rates varied from 
this at the site. 

The pavement at the site is portland cement concrete. 
The entire length of the site was longitudinally grooved 
during June 1972. k-Iowever, no statistically significant 
improveiiient in wet-weather skidding accident statistics 
has been noted at the time of this investigation. Recent 
skid measurements made at the site indicate that the SN40  
value is 53 to 55 parallel to the grooves in the travel (right) 
lane and 60 to 62 in the passing lane. 

Accident causation factors at the subject site are appar-
ently the result of many factors acting both separately and 
in concert. These factors include reduced pavement trac-
tion due to inadequate water drainage, short speed-change 
lanes, insufficient sight distance, and obstructed signs. 

The superelevation rate on the 1-95 curve is the same 
(0.0156 ft/ft) as that on the Ohio Turnpike site, but the 
drainage width is less (24 ft for 1-95 as compared with 34 
ft on the Ohio Turnpike). The smaller road width is 
caused by the fact that the shoulders on the high side of 
the 1-95 curve slope away from the roadway. Conse-
quently, the computed water depth during a rainfall of 
0.25 in./hr is 0.040 in. on 1-95 as opposed to 0.046 in. in 
Ohio. 

Site geometry and signing often combine to produce 
situations in which drivers are given to indecision. For 
example, just ahead of the exit ramp at the subject site, a 
vertical crest curve tends to hide the exit deceleration lane 
from oncoming drivers. An exit sign indicating that the 
exit is for US 1 and the city of Massaponax is completely 
obscured by two other signs. An exit speed advisory sign 
of 25 mph can not be seen until the vehicle actually turns 
into the exit. The exit ramp is relatively steep (6.5 percent 
downgrade) and contains a reverse curve, initially 4.9° to 
the right and then 790  to the left. Considering that the 
exit ramp advisory speed is 25 mph, the exit deceleration 
lane, although longer than would be suggested by current 
AASHTO recommendations for the existing ramp curva-
ture, is at least 150 ft too short for a 25-mph ramp speed. 

Proceeding south past the exit ramp, a high embank-
ment and vegetation on the inside of the curve hide the 
bridge from oncoming motorists. As the motorist ap-
proaches the bridge, the bridge railings, being relatively 
high and within 3 ft of the road edge, also contribute to 
the loss of sight distance. Because the bridge is both on a 
curve and at the top of a crest (the road grade changes 
from —2.64 percent to —3.1 percent just south of the 
bridge), the road ahead can not be seen until the driver 
is on top of the bridge deck. Thus, there is a continuing 
sight distance problem in the region located between the 
exit ramp and the south end of the bridge deck. 

In the region located between the exit and the bridge, 
there is also a variable-message sign that is used to warn 
motorists of an icy bridge deck. This sign is hidden from 
oncoming motorists, by a no-hitchhiking sign, until the 
motorist is almost on the bridge. 

South of the bridge, the entrance ramp and acceleration 
lane are difficult to see because of the road crest previously 
mentioned, the roadside vegetation, and the fact that the 
ramp merges on the inside of the curve and is thus hidden  

by road curvature. Further, the entrance ramp is a sharp 
curve (8.1°) on a steep upgrade (3.4 percent) with little 
sight distance. Many motorists using the ramp have been 
observed to enter the acceleration lane at no more than 20 
mph. Considering these facts as well as the additional fact 
that the freeway enters an upgrade of almost 3 percent 
along the length of the acceleration lane, thp existing ac-
celeration lane is almost 1,800 ft shorter than the minimum 
length recommended by AASHTO. 

Suggested ways of improving the site include: 

Enforcing a reduced speed limit at the site. 
Improving the drainage of the pavement. 
Improving the friction level of the pavement. 
Improving signing. 
Improving the sight distance. 
Improving the interchange ramps. 

Methods for implementing items 1 through 3 have already 
been discussed with respect to the Ohio Turnpike site and 
need no further discussion here. 

Suggested ways of improving signing at the site include 
(1) removing or relocating the signs obscuring the exit 
sign—US 1, Massaponax; (2) relocating the advisory exit 
speed sign, so that it can be seen from the deceleration 
lane; (3) removing or relocating the no-hitchhiking sign 
obscuring the icy bridge warning sign; and (4) adding a 
MERGE message below the merge arrow just prior to the 
entrance lane. 

The sight distance at the site can be improved by cutting 
away, or removing, obstructions on the inside of the curve. 
Suggested measures include (1) removing part of the 
earthen embankment prior to the exit and between the 
exit and the bridge; (2) removing excess vegetation all 
along the interchange roadside; (3) widening the bridge 
deck so that a minimum of 10 ft of shoulder width is avail-
able; (4) faithfully mowing the grass in advance of both 
the exit and entrance ramps; (5) adding raised curbs, which 
are painted for high visibility, on the far side of each ramp; 
and (6) making the pavement in the speed change lanes 
to contrast with the freeway pavement. 

Finally, it is suggested that both speed change lanes at 
the interchange ramps be lengthened. The exit ramp de-
celeration lane should be at least 800 ft long and the 
entrance ramp acceleration lane about 2300 ft long. 

Simulation of an Accident Scenario 

One very common situation mentioned in the reports of 
accidents occurring on the Ohio Turnpike in the vicinity of 
milepost 166 was that of loss of vehicle control because of 
rear-end sliding or "fishtailing" while cornering. Defective 
or nearly smooth tires were frequently observed to exist in 
these cases. It should be noted that the operating speeds 
mentioned in the accident reports ranged from about 40 
mph to 65 mph. These findings suggested that simulation 
be employed to examine the consequences of this particular 
accident scenario. The details of the site and assumed 
operating conditions are given as follows: 

Curvature = 1 
Downgrade = 2 percent 
Superelevation = 0.0156 ft/ft 
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All 

Cl 

Rain 
Half-worn tires on front (half-worn tires assumed to 

be 85 percent as effective as ASTM standard skid 
test tire) 

Fully-worn tires on rear (fully worn tires with ap-
proximately %2-in. tread assumed to be 60 percent 
as effective as ASTM standard skid test tire) 

Vehicle = 1966 Ford Custom 
Surface Skid Number (SN40)= 30 
Surface Skid Number Gradient = (-0.5) mph-' 

Two different maneuvers were simulated. The first was 
a simple cornering maneuver (with drive thrust main-
tained) run at 75 mph. The second was a 65-mph corner-
ing maneuver with the addition of a 12-ft lane change. The 
75-mph cornering maneuver was performed with no diffi-
culty. However, the cornering and lane-change maneuver 
at 65 mph was unsuccessful. The vehicle began to make 
the lane change to the inside, but the rear-end spun out 
during the correction phase, as shown in Figure 13. The 
simulation results indicate that this maneuver can be ac-
complished successfully by the assumed tire/vehicle system 
operating under the specified roadway conditions only at 
speeds of 50 mph or less. 

DESIGN POLICY ANALYSIS 

The formula used in the AASHTO geometric design pub-
lications for curve design is: 

V 2  
e+/=— 	 (6) 

1 SR 

where: 

e = roadway superelevation, ft/ft; 
/ = side-force factor, dimensionless; 

V = vehicle speed, mph; and 
R = radius of curve, ft. 

In its present form, the formula indicates that the centrifu-
gal force produced by turning is balanced by the force 
of gravity developed by superelevation, e, plus the tire/road 
interface forces, f. To derive this formula the vehicle is 
treated as a point mass and highway grade is neglected. 

In using the formula, values of / are selected primarily 
to reflect driver comfort, because / represents the value of 
lateral acceleration (not accommodated by superelevation) 
that the driver feels. These comfort considerations limit f 
to values that are apparently well below the condition of 
imminent skidding for commonly existing tires and pave-
ment conditions. Values of e are then computed from the 
formula for given values of R and V (V is considered to be 
the highway design speed). Values of e are limited to 
about 0.12 in regions where snow and ice do not exist, and 
to about 0.06 to 0.08 in regions where snow and ice con-
ditions are prevalent. In cases where the value of e, as 
computed from the formula, is greater than the practical 
limit, the design of the roadway is usually changed to in-
crease the radius of curvature. 

Development of Margin of Safety 

In the following material, the curve design formula is 
examined for its applicability to situations involving a com-
bined horizontal curvature and vertical grade. Next, the 
over-all philosophy of alignment design is discussed in 
terms of (1) the actual cornering characteristics of a real 
automobile (not a point mass); (2) additional constraints 
imposed by emergency maneuver requirements; and (3), in 
consideration of (1) and (2), the roadway skid-resistance 
requirements stemming from the tire/road interaction 
mechanism. 

The Curve Design Formula in the Presence of Combined 
Horizontal Curvature and Vertical Grade 

On retaining the assumption that the vehicle is a point 
mass and on including the influence of gravitational forces 
deriving from grade, the curve design formula can be 
written as: 

/ + sin e cos G = 	cos e* 	(7) 
gR 

where the terms are defined as before, and e*  is the appar-
ent superelevation. (See Appendix E in Part II for a 
thorough discussion and derivation of Eq. 7.) Note that in 
constructing a curve on a grade, the superelevation built 
into the road is the "apparent superelevation." 

The difference between Eq. 6 and Eq. 7, or the error 
resulting from the use of the AASHTO formula in place 
of the exact equation, is primarily a function of supereleva-
tion rate—the greater the superelevation, the greater the 
error. For superelevation values as large as 0.12, however, 
the error is only 0.73 percent. Thus, within the range of 
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values of V, R, e, and G commonly encountered, the 
AASHTO curve design formula is virtually equivalent to 
the exact formula and is essentially independent of grade. 
The formula, as presently applied, is equally applicable to 
the design of horizontal curves alone, as well as to curves 
constructed on upgrade and downgrade vertical alignments. 

Margin of Safety for Curve/Grade Sites 

On a downgrade, a component of gravitational accelera-
tion, which is equal to the grade, G (for small grades), 
must be overcome to bring the vehicle to a stop. 

On a curve, the simple point mass equation of equilib-
rium states that 

where the terms are as defined before and: 

7= the acceleration (in g units) that must be provided 
to maintain the path (J is not to be confused with 
the f term of Eq. 6, the AASHTO design formula; 
the latter term denotes a cornering comfort condi-
tion); and 

V = the velocity (which may be taken equal to a desired 
or selected speed). 

For a vehicle traveling at the speed limit, VSL,  on a path 
of radius R with superelevation e, the quantity IT represents 
a first-order approximation to that portion of the total 
acceleration capability required to keep the vehicle on the 
path. Therefore, IT represents an estimate of the accelera-
tion capability (in g's) that is not available for maneuver-
ing on curves. Consequently, F and G are first-order esti-
mates of the loss in available acceleration capability due 
to curvature and grade, respectively. 

Combined Influence of Curve and Grade 

An examination of the horizontal alignment design 
formula (as discussed in the previous section) indicates that 
grade has negligible influence on the design formula per se. 
However, conditions may exist at curve/grade sites under 
which tire and vehicle properties limit the acceleration 
capability available for stable vehicle operation. The side 
force that can be generated by a pneumatic tire is reduced 
when high levels of longitudinal (braking- or traction-
induced) slip are present. Thus, since increased braking 
force or propulsive force is needed on downgrades or up-
grades, respectively, the side force available for maneuver-
ing could be reduced from the level of side force available 
on a level section of road. Also, the increased braking 
required on a downgrade causes more load transfer from 
the rear tires onto the front tires. This increases the possi-
bility of rear-wheel lock-up. If the brake proportioning of 
the vehicle allows the rear wheels to lock while the front 
wheels are still rolling, the vehicle becomes directionally 
unstable and can "spin" when some directional disturbance 
is encountered or produced by the driver. 

On a divided highway it seems reasonable to hypothe-
size that a driver seldom uses his forward acceleration 
capability to avoid a crash. However, braking is frequently  

necessary to avoid a collision. The driver can usually re-
duce his forward acceleration if he is encountering stability 
problems; but, in a braking situation, the driver may have 
little choice except to try to stop. Thus, downgrades are 
likely to present more dangerous situations than upgrades, 
because more brake force is required on a downgrade than 
on an upgrade to obtain the same level of deceleration. 

Simulated Maneuvers at Curve/Grade Sites 

In the simulation study, calculations were made to com-
pare vehicle performance in a steady turn with perform-
ance in emergency maneuvers. The two emergency maneu-
vers selected for comparison were a lane change and a 
lane change combined with an abrupt stop. The maximum 
velocity for successfully performing each maneuver was 
determined from the simulation results. These velocities 
were termed V, VLC, and VLOC,  as defined earlier. The 
simulation results are presented in terms of these velocities 
in the second part of Appendix B, and were discussed 
earlier (under "Simulation Findings"). The question being 
addressed here is: What bearing do the simulation results 
have on highway design policy for curve/grade sites? 

The AASHTO design policy for horizontal curves is 
based on the point mass equation for an equilibrium turn. 
In this policy the road surface is required to supply to 
the vehicle an amount of lateral force that is bounded 
by occupant comfort. Under ordinary circumstances, in-
cluding normal rainstorms, the frictional potential of the 
roadway is usually more than adequate to supply this 
amount of lateral force at reasonable operating speeds. The 
simulation results indicate that, for speeds less than 70 
mph and curves less than 30 with reasonable supereleva-
tion, VCR will not be reached even by vehicles operating 
with poor tires on relatively low-friction surfaces. (Even 
for 60 curves, in worst-case situations, VCR is 56 mph.) 
Thus the design policy seems to be adequate for assuring 
satisfactory vehicle operation in making "normal" turns. 
Furthermore, it appears that the design policy provides a 
reasonable guide for laying out highway geometrics. 

The Need for a Margin of Safety 

To reduce skidding or loss of control accidents, it ap-
pears that a margin of safety is needed to allow for maneu-
vering at curve/grade sites. Clearly, the computer results 
for VLC and VLOC indicate that these velocities are much 
less than V0 . Thus, roadway and operating conditions 
imposing a requirement for maneuvers constitute important 
factors that should be considered in road design. 

The maximum speed, VLC, for a lane change is highly 
dependent on the degree of curvature and superelevation, 
much in the same manner as VCR depends on curvature 
and superelevation. The simulation results indicate that 
there are cases where a driver with half-worn tires oper-
ating on an SN40  = 30 surface will have trouble trying to 
make an abrupt lane change at 70 mph on a 30 curve. 

When braking is added to the lane-change maneuver, 
the computer results indicate that vehicle control problems 
will arise at speeds less than 60 mph on surfaces with 
SN40  = 30. This result is not highly dependent on grade, 
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curvature, or superelevation over the ranges of these vari-
ables used in the simulation. 

These findings show that the margin of safety needed for 
maneuvering can not be achieved exclusively by means of 
geometric design. The road surface must provide a friction 
margin if a margin of safety is to be provided to reduce 
accidents at curve! grade sites. Nevertheless, supereleva-
tion levels can be selected at the upper end of the 
AASHTO-recommended values (1) to provide as much 
of a safety margin for turning maneuvers as possible and 
(2) to maintain the friction potential of the road during 
rainstorms by increasing the surface drainage. 

Value of the Margin of Safety for Emergency Maneuvers 

Given that roads are designed in accordance with the 
AASHTO policy, the question arises as to how the margin 
of safety for abrupt and emergency maneuvers is to be 
determined. In this project, the answer to this question was 
sought by simulating the tire-vehicle-roadway-driver system. 
This methodology posed several difficult questions such as: 

I. Which tire, surface, and vehicle are to be used? 
Since the tire/road forces are highly dependent on 

velocity, how does one compare results for VLOC  with 
results for V (for example, VLOC = 57 mph and VCR =  
77 mph for a baseline case in the simulation study)? 

Are there more maneuvers worth considering? (Cer-
tainly there are many possible variations in the timing and 
level of braking, and possibly these variations could be 
such that both grade and curvature might be important.) 

These questions indicate limitations and reservations with 
respect to the generality of the simulation findings. (Exer-
cising the simulation is analogous to running vehicle tests; 
consequently, these same problems would exist if vehicle 
testing were to be used to determine an adequate margin 
of safety.) Nevertheless, the simulation results do provide 
a basis for tentative estimates of the pavement surface 
skid resistance needed to allow controllable maneuvering. 
For example, it appears that a minimum skid number for 
executing a lane change and stop maneuver without loss 
of control can be estimated from the computer results. 
These computer simulation results indicate that SN,,, 40 
is the minimum pavement skid number needed to ensure 
that VLOC is greater than 70 mph on 30  curves for ordi-
nary passenger vehicles with reasonably good tires traveling 
on wet pavements. A value of SN,,, greater than 40 is 
required to produce a factor of safety that is adequate for 
tires worn to the legal limit. 

As stated earlier, the findings obtained with respect to 
VLC are significantly dependent on highway geometrics. 
These findings are derived from a mathematically complex 
set of nonlinear differential equations in which the shear-
force characteristics of all four tires are computed using 
complicated empirical relationships. Nevertheless, an 
examination of the computer results indicates that V LC  
can be approximated by a simple linear function of the 
degree-of-curvature, D, superelevation, e, skid number, 
SN, and tire factor, TF, for practical values of these vari-
ables as exist in curves ranging from 1 0  to 40  of curvature. 
Consequently, this linear function can be used to obtain  

the following approximate expression for predicting the 
skid number required for safe execution of a lane-change 
maneuver on a curve: 

VLC + 6.5D - 154e - 37T - 7.7 
40 - 	 (9) 

1.3 

where the terms are as defined before and: 

SN40  = the minimum pavement skid number measured 
at 40 mph with a skid trailer in conformance 
with ASTM Method E-274; 

D =. the degree of curvature; and 
T 	a gross factor relating tires in use to the ASTM 

skid trailer reference tire. 

Eq. 9 is a very simple formula representing a host of 
complex factors. Values for tire factors, TF,  were assumed 
as 1.2 for new tires, 0.85 for half-worn tires, and 0.6 for 
fully worn tires. The speed gradient pavement skid resist-
ance assumed in deriving this formula is —0.5 SN per 
mph. Also, water depth is not treated directly in this 
formula. Because the ASTM SN40  values are obtained at a 
water depth of approximately 0.02 in., this equation may be 
applicable to weather conditions resulting in about 0.02 in. 
of water on the road. If heavy rains or poor drainage con-
ditions exist, the influence of water depth must be con-
sidered in determining the tire! road force potential. Never-
theless, this formula is useful for (1) estimating the pave-
ment skid resistance needed for a desired VLC for a given 
set of roadway geometrics with a specified state of tire 
wear, or (2) predicting VLC  for a given set of roadway 
and tire conditions. 

Besides being useful for estimating a value of skid num-
ber, these lane-change results can also be used to derive 
a skid number margin. The acceleration needed for the 
steady turn portion of a lane change on a curve is nearly 
constant, because the radius of the turn is only changing 
about 9 to 12 ft during the lane change for typical highway 
curves with radii of 1,000 to 6,000 ft. Consequently, the 
maximum lateral acceleration used in a lane change can be 
approximated by the following expression: 

VLC2  
aL=aLc+ —--- e 	 (10) 

Rg 

where the terms are as defined previously and aLC  is ap-
proximately equal to the lateral acceleration (in g's) used 
in a lane-change maneuver on an equivalent tangent sec-
tion of the road. 

Note that the term, V 02!Rg, represents the loss in 
available acceleration capability due to the constant velocity 
turn. This quantity minus e is equal to the factor f, dis-
cussed at the beginning of this section. Thus f evaluated 
at V LC  represents an estimate of the acceleration margin 
needed to compensate for the curved path. An extra mar-
gin of maneuvering safety could be built into curved sec-
tions of the roadway by appropriately increasing the skid 
number on these sections over the skid number on tangent 
sections. It is reasonable to consider increasing the skid 
number on a curve by an amount determined by I; that is, 

SNC =SNT =lOOf 	 (11) 
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where SNc  equals the improved skid number on the curve 
at the velocity VLC, and SNT  equals the desired minimum 
skid number on the tangents of the road at VLC. 

The accident analysis shows that grade and curvature 
do not interact to produce a statistically significant increase 
in accidents at curve/grade sites over and above the acci-
dent rate predicted from curvature and grade individually. 
The error analysis and computer simulation findings con-
firm this conclusion. Also, upgrades do not seem to be 
important factors in accidents on the Ohio or Pennsylvania 
Turnpikes. Consequently, it seems reasonable to allow an 
independent skid number safety margin for downgrade 
sites; namely, 

SNG = SNT  + bOG' 	 (12) 

where: 

SNG  = the safety margin skid number for grade sites at 
a velocity V which is at or near the speed limit; 

SNT  = a desired minimum skid number for level tan-
gent sections of the road at the selected velocity, 
V; and 

G'= the magnitude of the downgrade, percent. 

Furthermore, at curve/grade sites, the effects of grade and 
curvature can be combined additively to obtain the follow-
ing expression for a safety margin skid number: 

SN 0  = SNT  + 100(7+ G") 	(13) 

where the terms are as defined before and: 

SNCG  = the safety margin skid number for curve/grade 

sites at a velocity, V, which is at or above the 
speed limit; and 

G" = the magnitude of the grade in percent for down-
grades and zero for upgrades. 

As pointed out in sections of this report dealing with 
pavement-drainage analysis and evaluation of the Ohio 
Turnpike site, the margin of wet-weather friction available 
for emergencies is less on curves than on tangents. For 
example, it is estimated that an additional skid number 
margin of four to six is needed at sites similar to the Ohio 
Turnpike site to compensate for the additional water depth 
on the curve at that site. 

The findings of the accident data analysis show that the 
10 curves on the Ohio Turnpike are the most likely places 
for loss-of-control accidents. When first obtained, this 
result was surprising, in that higher values of centrifugal 
force are developed on sharper curves and, thus, greater 
friction potential is needed from the road. However, a 
small superelevation (0.0156 ft/ft) was used at the Ohio 
Turnpike 10  curve site. Consequently, the acceleration, 1 
which must be provided by the tire/road interface, is rela-
tively large. Moreover, since the superelevation is low on 
the 10  curves, the water depth on the 10 curves will be 
greater than on smaller radius curves having a larger 
superelevation. Consequently, it is possible that on the 
Ohio Turnpike the most slippery condition encountered by 
vehicles with worn tires traveling in a heavy rainstorm 
occurs on the 10  curves. Thus, for long-radius curves, 
higher superelevations are required to compensate for the 
increased drainage path length in order to develop the skid 
number margin needed to reduce the likelihood of loss 
of control in wet-weather conditions. 

CHAPTER THREE 

INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION OF FINDINGS 

The findings of the study do not indicate that the 
AASHTO design formula for horizontal curves should be 
modified for application to highway sections with com-
bined horizontal curvature and vertical grade. The 
AASHTO formula provides a practical method for arriv-
ing at reasonable geometric designs for curve sites when 
the selected values of superelevation are large enough to 
furnish adequate drainage. The findings developed in the 
turnpike accident study and in the field site studies do show, 
however, that some sites possessing combined grade and 
curvature do have an extraordinary number of accidents. 
In addition to showing the drainage deficiencies that derive 
from curve geometry, the analytical and simulation studies 
indicate that vehicle maneuvering at curve/grade sites 
develop larger lateral acceleration values than at compar-
able tangent sections. Accordingly, the findings of the pro-
gram are interpreted in this chapter to recommend tenta- 

tive guidelines for (1) reviewing the design practices for 
new sections of highway and (2) evaluating accident-causa-
tion factors at existing high-accident-rate sites. 

NEW DESIGN APPLICATIONS 

The major applications of the project findings to the 
geometric design of new roadways are as follows: 

The AASHTO design guidelines for superelevation 
rate should be followed but increased emphasis should be 
placed on adequate pavement surface drainage, particularly 
on long-radius curves and other locations where the drain-
age length is longer than one lane width. 

Pavement surface skid resistance should be larger 
than the desired minimum for tangent sections on those 
sections of highway, such as downgrade curve sites, where 
operating conditions impose a greater demand for tractive 
forces at the tire/road interface. 
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3. Geometric design and signing practices should be 
carefully reviewed to ensure that these practices, in and 
of themselves, do not promote additional maneuvering and 
thereby lead to an increased potential for loss of control. 

The application of these findings to design practice is out-
lined in the following discussion. 

AASHTO Cross-Section Design Policy 

The six sections of highway investigated in this program 
were designed by five different highway organizations. None 
of these sections were designed using the superelevation 
rate levels recommended in the AASHTO geometric design 
publications. The primary area of difference lies in the 
range of long-radius curves. Recommended superelevation 
policies for five highway organizations for a 1 0  curve are 
given in Table 13. Only one of these superelevation rates 
—that for the Michigan Department of Highways and 
Transportation—is reasonably close to that recommended 
by the AASHTO. Even in this case, the level used has 
just been recently adopted, and many 1 ° curves on Michi-
gan freeways are superelevated at no more than the crown 
slope, with the reverse crown having been removed. In 
most cases, the superelevation used is a factor of two or 
three below the recommended AASHTO level. Although 
Table 13 shows comparisons for only five organizations, 
lack of conformance with AASHTO recommendations for 
superelevation rate appears to be the rule rather than the 
exception. 

The current AASHTO policies regarding pavement sur-
face drainage considerations in cross-section design are 
contained in Chapters 3 and 4 of Ref. (2) and in Chap-
ters H and I of Ref. (3). On page 162 of the GDRD (2), 
the policy regarding drainage for the sharpest curve with-
out (i.e., not requiring) superelevation is stated as follows: 

The rate (i.e., superelevation rate) of 0.02 is considered 
a practical minimum for effective drainage across the 
surface. 

The cross slope and crown arrangement of the traveled 
way may be designed with plane or curved sections, or 
a combination of the two. The advantage of the curved 
section is that the cross slope steepens toward the edge 
of pavement, thereby facilitating drainage at the curb. 
The disadvantages are that the cross slope of the outer 
lanes may be excessive, and warping of pavement areas 
at intersections may be awkward or difficult to effect. 
Plane sections are more commonly employed on urban 
arterials. 
The cross slope and crown arrangement of the pavement 
have the very important function of draining the surface. 
Under certain conditions vehicles will hydroplane, i.e., 
the condition where one or more tires of a moving ve-
hicle are separated from the pavement by a film of water; 
usually due to a combination of depth of water, pave-
ment surface texture, vehicle speed, tread patterns, tire 
conditions and other factors. The chances of hydroplan-
ing are minimized if surface water is rapidly drained. 
Pavements for undivided streets regardless of the number 
of lanes, are normally sloped each way from the center-
line. 
Pavement sections showing basic cross slope arrange-
ments for divided highways are illustrated in figure H-7. 
In figures H-7a to H-7d, inclusive, pavements drain lat-
erally each way from a crown line which normally is 
located on the centerline of each pavement. However, it 
may be off center initially where provision is made for 
future widening (figure H-7a), or it may be off center 
ultimately as a result of adding the extra lanes shown 
hatched (figure H-7d). 
A cross section with a crown on each roadway has a 
considerable advantage in rapidly draining the pavement 
during rainstorms. Also, the difference between the low 
and high point in the pavement cross section is kept to a 
minimum by the smaller width of pavement sloping in 
one direction. Change from normal to superelevated 
cross section can be made with little difficulty. Disad-
vantages are that more inlets and underground drainage 
lines are required, with pickup facilities needed at or 
near both pavement edges, and treatment of at-grade in-
tersections is more difficult due to the several high and 
low points on the cross section. Such sections, figures 
H-7a to H-7d, preferably should be used in regions of 
high rainfall or where snow and ice are factors. Sec-
tions without curbs and with a depressed median (figures 
H-7a and H-7b) are particularly advantageous for these 
conditions. 
Where pavements are sloped in one direction to drain 
from the median to the outside, the slopes may be pro- 

The minimum rate of cross slope applicable to traveled 
ways is determined by drainage requirements. Consistent 
with the type of highway, amount of rainfall, snow, and 
ice, the values usually accepted range from 0.008 foot 
per foot for high type rigid surfaces to approximately 
0.02 for low type flexible surfaces; see Normal Cross 
Slope, chapter IV. Here these values are the extreme. 
In more general use are the values from 0.01 to 0.015. 
A value of 0.012 is about average and, for discussion 
purposes, is used herein as a single intermediate value 
representative of the general range for uncurbed pave-
ments. Steeper cross slopes are needed on curbed pave- 

CC 	IC 	ments to minimize the spread of surface water flow. 

Similarly, on page 359, the policy regarding drainage for 
a) 	 superelevation for curves at intersections is stated as: 

On pages 349 through 351 of DUHAS (3), the policy 
for drainage in terms of cross slope arrangements is stated 
as: 
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gressively increased to the outer edge to accelerate the 
runoff. Where the median drains over the pavements, 
as in figure H-7f, H-7g and H-7h, savings are effected in 
drainage structures, and treatment at intersecting streets 
is simplified. Pavements sloped in the same direction 
have a more comfortable feeling to drivers since vehicles 
tend to be pulled in the same direction when changing 
lanes. 
Another possible arrangement (figure H-7i) has a one-
way slope on each pavement, but with all lanes draining 
toward the median. This section has an advantage over 
sections sloped to the outer edges in that the outer lanes 
used by most traffic are freer of surface water and there 
is economy in the drainage system in that all surface 
runoff is collected into a single conduit under the me-
dian. This may be particularly economical on elevated 
structures. On roadway sections, inward-sloping pave-
ments structurally favor the outer lane that carries most 
heavy axle vehicles, placing it high instead of low in the 
total pavement structure and drainage section. The 
main objection to this arrangement is that all the pave-
ment drainage must pass over the inner lanes. With 
median curbs, drainage is concentrated next to, and on, 
the high-speed lanes which results in annoying and haz-
ardous splashing on the windshields of opposing traffic 
when the median is narrow. Also, additional water on 
the high-speed lanes increases, the possibility of hydro-
planing in the flatter areas. 
On two-lane pavements crowned in the center, the rate 
of cross slope for each lane normally should be ½ to 
1/4 inch per foot. When three or more lanes are inclined 
in the same direction on multi-lane pavements, each 
successive pair of lanes or portion thereof outward 
from the first two lanes from the crown line preferably 
should have an increased slope. The two lanes adja-
cent to the crown line should be pitched at the normal 
minimum slope and, on each successive pair of lanes or 
portion thereof outward, the rate should be increased by 
about 1/  inch per foot. However, the slope of the 
outer lane should not be so steep that it is uncomfor-
table to drive. In general, it is recommended that the 
slope in the two lanes adjacent to the crown line be a 
minimum of ½ inch per foot and the maximum slope 
in the outside lane(s) be ¼ inch per foot. 
For operational reasons, the use of cross slopes steeper 
than ¼ inch per foot on high-type, high-speed pave-
ments with a central crown line is not desirable. In pass-
ing maneuvers, drivers must cross the crown line and 
negotiate a total "roll-over" of more than ½ inch per 
foot, or a cross slope change of over 4 percent. The re-
verse curve path of travel of the passing vehicle causes 
a reversal in the direction of centrifugal force, which 
force is further exaggerated by the effect of the revers-
ing cross slopes. Trucks with high body loads are caused 
to sway from side to side when traveling at high speed, 
at which time steering control may be difficult. 

Similarly, on the general topic of drainage on page 385 of 
DUHAS, policy is stated as: 

As discussed under Pavements and Cross Slopes, arterial 
highway pavements should be designed with sufficient 
cross slope to drain rapidly with steeper slopes on the 
outer lanes. Where pavement surfaces are warped as at 
cross streets or ramps, surface water should be inter-
cepted before the change in cross slope. Also, inlets 
should be located just upgrade of pedestrian crossings. 

On page 442, under the subject of "Design Elements—
Pavements and Cross Slope," policy is stated as: 

Through traffic lanes should be at least 12 feet wide. 
Nonsuperelevated sections should be sloped a maximum 
of ¼ inch per foot. Where snow and ice are not of 
concern, two-lane pavements usually are sloped to drain 

AASHO—Geometric Highway Design—Urban 
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EACH PAVEMENT SLOPES ONE WAY 

ROADWAY SECTIONS FOR DIVIDED HIGHWAYS 
BAS!C CROSS SLOPE ARRANGEMENTS 

Figure H-i 

the full width of the roadway. On wider facilities, par-
ticularly in areas of heavy rainfall, transverse drainage 
may be two-way on each traveled way, with the crown 
located at one-third or one-half the total width from one 
edge. In snow areas, transverse drainage should be two-
way on each traveled way so that snow stored in the 
median will not melt and drain across the traveled way, 
or the median should be designed to prevent this from 
happening. 

In summarizing the various sections in the AASHTO 
publications concerning satisfactory cross slope for drain-
age, it can be concluded that anything between 0.008 and 
0.0208 ft/ft is adequate. No data are given to support this 
range of values, however, except in the sense that this 
range represents common practice. Later parts of this sec-
tion will deal more specifically with the governing factors, 
such as pavement width, rainfall rate, and pavement skid 
resistance, which should be considered in specifying ade-
quate cross slope for drainage. 

The remarks pertaining to the influences of pavement 
width on drainage (pp. 349 through 351 of the DUHAS) 
suggest that the pavement should be sloped at a progres-
sively increasing rate from the median side to the outside, 
where the median drains over the pavement. Similar rec-
ommendations are made for crowned pavements having 
three or more lanes inclined in the same direction. In 
light of the findings of this study, careful consideration 
should be given to inclining all lanes at the same maximum 
rate. This consideration is particularly important on curved 
sections of highway. The superelevation rate should be 
chosen on the basis of pavement width, degree of curva-
ture, local rainfall conditions, and a projected value for 
pavement skid resistance. 

Specific Cross-Section Design Considerations for Drainage 

From the findings reported here, it is clear that drainage 
width and superelevation are the primary factors influenc-
ing surface drainage on highway cross sections. Surface 
texture has a lesser effect, and grade (if the curve is on a 
grade) has little influence. The importance of drainage in 
curve design can be appreciated by considering the fact 
that an increase in water depth from 0.02 in. to 0.04 in. 
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can mean a drop of six or seven skid number units in ef-
fective pavement skid resistance. If the water reaches a 
depth of 0.10 in. to 0.15 in., hydroplaning is likely. All 
cross sections should be designed to limit the depth of sur-
face water to a maximum value. If it is likely that this 
maximum will be exceeded, pavement skid resistance 
should be increased as a compensating measure. 

As indicated earlier, the design variables important in 
controlling water depth are the drainage length, L, and 
the superelevation, e. On a curve, the drainage length is 
equal to the travelway width plus the width of the paved 
shoulder on the high side of the curve, if it is sloped in the 
same direction as the travelway. Pavement water depth 
can be essentially expressed in terms of rainfall rate, I, 
and the single parameter, Lie. If the water depth is to be 
limited to a maximum permissible value, the design 
parameter, Lie, becomes primarily a function of the rain-
fall rate. 

Figure 14 shows water depth as a function of a drainage 
design parameter, K(Lie), and rainfall rate. This figure is 
a graphical representation of Eq. 4 and, accordingly, pro-
vides conservatively large water depth predictions. Three 
curves are shown on the plot, one each for water depths of 
0.02 in., 0.04 in., and 0.06 in. A maximum design water 
depth of 0.02 in. is desirable, since this is the standard 
depth generally used in pavement skid testing (11). How-
ever, if the rainfall rate exceeds 0.025 in.ihr., Eq. 4 pre-
dicts water depths greater than 0.02 in. even for typical 
tangent sections (e.g., see Table 12); thus curves for other 
maximum design water depths are included. If a water-
depth value greater than 0.02 in. is used in design calcula-
tions, the skid resistance of the pavement should be ad-
justed to compensate for the additional water depth. 

Figure 14 is divided into four parts. In the "Acceptabl" 
region, where the design water depth is 0.02 in., or less, 
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Figure 14. Drainage considerations in safe cross-section 
design. 

an increase in skid number is not needed. The increases 
recommended for other parts of the figure are given in 
Table 14. Note that design water depths greater than 
0.06 in. are not recommended because hydroplaning may 
occur at these depths. Furthermore, it should also be 
noted that the recommended skid number increments are 
based on (1) a limited amount of tire data and (2) speeds 
approaching 80 mph. 

To use Figure 14, a rainfall rate design value must be 
selected and the quantity K(Lie) must be computed. It is 
suggested that rainfall rates between 0.25 and 0.50 in.ihr 
be used for design purposes if local precipitation experi-
ence is not available. Rates greater than these values are 
relatively uncommon, cause reduced visibility, and hence 
a reduction in traffic speed. The increased water depth and 
resulting loss in friction accompanying very high rainfall 
intensities are, thus, partly compensated by lower speeds 
and the correspondingly reduced friction demand of the 
traffic. Note that the parameter, K(L/e), is solely a func-
tion of the design of the cross section. K is related to the 
over-all slope of the surface and can be determined from 
Figure 15. 

The use of Figures 14 and 15 in evaluating the design 
of a cross section is illustrated by the following example: 

A Curved Section 

Site Characteristics: 

Width of Roadway = 24 ft 
Width of Superelevated Shoulder = 10 ft 
e=0.Ol56ft/ft 
G = 3 percent 

ID = 0.25 in.ihr 



It follows that S = 0.0338, K = 1.26, L = 30.5 ft 
(namely, the distance from the edge of the paved shoulder 
to the right-wheel path in the right lane), and K(L/e) 
= 2,460 ft. With the assumed value of 'D and the previ-
ously calculated value of K(L/e), the design tails within 
Region II of Figure 14. Thus, on the basis of drainage 
considerations alone, and the models developed by this 
study, the skid number at the site should be 13 SN units 
greater than that required on a section where the maximum 
expected water depth is 0.02 in. 

It is clear that pavement drainage can, in principle, be 
considered in cross-section design. It follows that if drain-
age is inadequate, pavement friction should be increased 
correspondingly, provided water depths have been limited 
to prevent hydroplaning. 

Surface Friction Requirements 

The skid number needed at a curve/grade site to pro-
vide a margin of safety adequate to perform a maneuver 
induced by a traffic conflict was specified in Eq. 13. This 
equation has been modified as follows to account for the 
influence of tire characteristics different from that of the 
ASTM standard tire (the ASTM tire is used as a reference 
here since it is the standard tire used in pavement skid re-
sistance measurements): 

SNT  + 100(1+ G") 
SNCG = 

where TF  is a factor to relate operational tire characteris-
tics to the ASTM standard tire. The foregoing equation 
can be rewritten to emphasize the required skid number, 
measured at 40 mph, for safe travel at velocity V. The 
result is: 

SN(40/V)CG= SN
(40,v)T  + 100(1+ G") 

(14) 

where V is a characteristic velocity near the maximum 
velocity that vehicles travel on the given highway section 
(examples are the speed limit, the highway design speed, 
or the 90th percentile of the speed distribution on the sec-
tion), and SN(40,17)T  and Tare functions of V. 

Values of SN(40,T)T  should be selected to reflect safe 
driving experience on tangent sections. Acceptable values 
can be determined from the VLOC curves in Figure 9, if 
these results are extrapolated to remove the influence of 
grade and curvature. Through a process of normalizing 
the data in Figure 9 for tire tread depth and skid number 
gradient, it can be shown that for characteristic velocities 
V (equal to VLOC)  greater than 50 mph: 

SN(40/IT)T  4 + (0.2 - SNgrad) (V - 40) 	(15) 

where SNgraj  is the skid number gradient, SN/mph (note 
that SNgrad  is almost always negative). Substituting Eq. 15 
into Eq. 14 yields 

- 4 + iOO(T + G") + (0.2 - SNgrad)(V 40) 
SN (40/V)CG- 

(16) 

Eq. 16 does not include a skid number margin for pave-
ment drainage deficiencies. To provide a safety margin for 
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Figure 15. Slope factor versus pavement slope. 

pavement drainage, the skid number increment presented 
in the previous section can be added to the results ex-
pressed by Eq. 16; thus 

4 + 100(/+ G") + (0.2— SNgraci)(V —40) 
SN (4OIV)CG — 	 p 

F 
+SND 	 (17) 

where SND  is the skid number increment needed to over-
come drainage deficiencies. This is the desired relationship 
for skid number requirements. 

It should be understood and emphasized that Eq. 17 
represents a conservative interpretation of the findings of 
this program. Future research and experience may provide 
the basis for suggesting lower values of skid number than 
those determined by Eq. 17. This equation is intended to 
provide a relatively straightforward means for making 
comparative evaluations of existing or proposed sections of 
main rural highways where the selected characteristic 
velocity is in the range from 60 to 80 mph. (An alterna-
tive simpler analysis, which does not include (1) the use 
of a tire factor or (2) an estimate of the acceptable skid 
resistance of a tangent section, has been performed in con-
nection with the findings previously presented in Table 12.) 

Values of TF  for use with Eq. 17 should be based on 
minimum tread depth traction conditions. To be com-
pletely conservative, this would mean a TF  value for 
smooth tires. However, the value of SN(40/v)CG  that would 
result is considered to be impractical. Therefore, Tv  values 
corresponding to the legal minimum of tread depth are 
probably more realistic. Values of TF  for specific tread 
depths characteristic of legal minimums in most states are 
included in Table 15 (12). 

In summary, Eq. 17 provides a means for determining 
pavement skid resistance requirements for curve, grade, or 
curve/grade sites. The equation is based on (1) the skid 
resistance required for safe maneuvering on tangent sec-
tions; (2) additional increments in skid resistance to com- 
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TABLE 15 

VALUES OF TF FOR SPECIFIC TREAD DEPTHS 

Tread Depth, in. 	 TF 

(Worn smooth) 	 .29 

.40 

.50 

32 	 .60 

32 	 .69 

-32  (half worn) 	 0.85 

ASTM Tire 	 1.00 

12  
- 	(new tire) 	 1.20 32 

pensate for curvature and grade; (3) pavement surface 
drainage factors; and (4) a tire tread-wear factor. 

Two examples of the use of Eq. 17 to specify skid re- 
sistance requirements are as follows: 

Case 1-Curved Section of Pavement with Moderate 
Superelevation 

Site Characteristics: 
Width of Roadway = 24 ft 
Width of Superelevated Shoulder = 10 ft 
D= 10 

e = 0.0313 ft/ft 
G" = 3-percent downgrade 
V =80 mph 
Iu=0.251n./hr 	

It 

Tire Tread Depth = %2 in. 
Derived Quantities: 

S==0.0434 
K = 1.07 
L=30.5ft 
K(L/e) = 1,042 ft 
SND  (Region I) =7 
1=0.043 
SNgrad(Assumed) = -0.5 SN units/mph 
T F  = 0.50 

Substituting the foregoing derived quantities into Eq. 17 
yields: 

SN(40180)CG  = 

4 + 100(0.04 + 0.03) + (0.2 + 0.5) (80 - 40) 
05 	 +7- 

- 
85 

Thus, for a vehicle traveling at 80 mph with tires with 
2/32 in. of tread, in a rainstorm of 0.25 in./hr rainfall 
rate, the required value of SN40  for safe travel is 85. If the 
tires have full tread depth (TF  = 1.2), the corresponding 
value is 40. 

Case 2-Curved Section of Pavement with Large 
Superelevation 

Site Characteristics 
Same as Case 1, except that 
e = 0.0625 ft/ft 
Width of Superelevated Shoulder = None 

Derived Quantities: 
S = 0.0693 
K = 0.83 
L = 20.5 ft 
K(L/e) =272 ft 
SND  =0 
/=0.012 
SNgrad  = -0.5 SN units/mph 
TF  = 0.50 

Substituting the foregoing derived quantities into Eq. 17 
yields a required SN40  value of 60. Thus, by doubling the 
superelevation and shortening the drainage length, the re-
quired skid number has been reduced from 85 to 60. 
Again, for fully treaded tires, the required SN,,, value is 
25. Thus, if the skid resistance were made adequate for 
a %2-in. tread, a margin of 35 SN units would be available 
when fully treaded tires are used. 

Eq. 17 provides a practical means for determining the 
skid number requirements for a given section of roadway. 
It is evident that geometry, drainage, and tire usage enter 
into pavement friction requirements, and that these factors 
lead to different friction needs on different sections of 
pavement. 

Maneuver Considerations in Roadway Design 

Equally important to providing adequate pavement skid 
resistance is the need for reducing the demand for skid 
resistance by reducing severe vehicle maneuvering at a 
site. The main factors influencing the need for severe 
maneuvering are signing, sight distance, roadway discon-
tinuities (i.e., interchanges, rest stops, lane drops, etc.), 
traffic density, and driver responsiveness. The interaction 
between these variables is quite complex and is not fully 
understood. It is important, therefore, that the existing 
design guidelines, such as those in the AASHTO geometric 
design manuals (2, 3) and the Manual on Uniform Traf-
fic Control Devices for Streets and Highways (13), be ad-
hered to as carefully as possible. 

In evaluating a new section of road, a design review 
policy is required, which can be used to define a running 
record of the maneuver demand potential throughout the 
length of the roadway. Such a record would be similar to 
that currently used for recording sight distances on plans 
(2, 3). The factors to consider in constructing a running 
record of maneuver demand potential are as follows: 

1. The cues that must be assimilated to carry out a deci-
sion (e.g., signing, pavement markings, delineators, other 
vehicles, etc.). 
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The cue obstructions (e.g., embankments, foliage, 
ambiguous sign messages, limited sight distance, etc.). 

The complexity or number of choices in the decision 
process. 

The time available for making the decision. 

Along with the establishment of this record, criteria need 
to be established for limiting the maneuver demand po-
tential for various classes of geometrics. The criteria and 
the record should then be used in combination as a design 
control mechanism. 

Although it is possible to outline the basic requirement 
for a design review procedure to establish a maneuver de-
mand potential, the specific development of such a proce-
dure is well beyond the scope of the present project. How-
ever, project findings have clearly demonstrated a need and 
priority for developing such a procedure. 

SITE IMPROVEMENTS 

A form to be used in identifying the accident causation 
factors at existing highway sites is given in Appendix F. 
Since it is intended for use in field investigations, the form  

is divided into two parts—a site description form and a 
site evaluation checklist. The site description form is 
structured to provide a detailed description of the per-
tinent site characteristics. The site evaluation checklist is 
divided into eight parts: 

Ambience factors. 
Geometric factors. 
Traffic barrier factors. 
Illumination factors. 
Roadway maintenance factors. 
Marking factors. 
Unguarded hazard factors. 
Signing factors. 

Most sections of the checklist have two columns, on the 
right-hand side, that are labeled "Presence" and "Accident-
Causation Factor." This allows the presence of an item 
to be noted even though the item may not be an accident-
causation factor. The "Accident-Causation Factor" col-
umn has been placed at the extreme right to facilitate a 
rapid review of the checklist. The intent of the list is to 
provide a rapid and efficient means of identifying the need 
for specific site improvements. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED RESEARCH 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the combined findings from (1) an extensive 
analysis of accident data, (2) computer simulation studies, 
and (3) an indepth field investigation of two high-accident 
sites, it has been concluded that drivers are not likely to 
lose control of their vehicles on curve-grade sites unless 
they are attempting to perform severe maneuvers on slip-
pery road surfaces with fair-to-poor tires. The AASHTO 
design procedures—as described in A Policy on Geometric 
Design of Rural Highways, 1965 (GDRH) and A Policy 
on Design of Urban Highways and Arterial Streets, 1973 
(DUHAS)—provide a practical method for arriving at rea-
sonable geometric designs for sites with combined hori-
zontal curvature and vertical grade, provided (1) the se-
lected values of superelevation are large enough to result 
in adequate pavement surface drainage and (2) the pave-
ment skid resistance is sufficient for anticipated vehicle ma-
neuvering. However, misinterpretation of the AASHTO 
design procedures has resulted in design and construction 
of long-radius curves with inadequate superelevation for 
surface drainage that contributes to an extraordinary wet-
weather accident rate at this type of site. 

The report recommends compliance with the design 
superelevation values for various degrees of curvature and 
design speeds found in Tables 111-7 to 111-10 in (GDRH) 
and attention to roadway geometry, signing, and main- 

tenance practices to reduce severe maneuvers on curves. It 
also contains a proposed procedure for determining pave-
ment skid resistance requirements for curves. The recom-
mendations for increasing superelevation and for reducing 
severe maneuvers at curve sites are based on the combined 
findings of mathematical simulation studies, rather exten-
sive accident data, and a pavement surface drainage analy-
sis, and thus should be implemented immediately during 
the design of new highway sections and improvement of 
existing high-accident sites. The procedures for determining 
specific pavement skid-resistance requirements for curve 
sites have not as yet been correlated with accident experi-
ence. 

The following specific conclusions have been drawn 
from the findings of each of the major activities of this 
study: 

The accident data from the Ohio Turnpike show no 
statistically significant dependence of the accident rate on 
grade or curvature except that a specific 1 ° curve on a 3-
percent downgrade has a very high accident rate. 

The accident rate on the Pennsylvania Turnpike does 
not depend on grade, but it does increase significantly with 
increasing side friction factor, that portion of the lateral 
acceleration developed by vehicles traversing curves that is 
not accommodated by superelevation. 
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The accident history at the 1 '-curve, 3-percent down-
grade site on the Ohio Turnpike, identified as being highly 
overinvolved in the occurrence of accidents, appears to be 
highly associated with wet pavement and worn tires. 

The analytical and computer simulation work per-
formed in this study indicates that grades normally en-
countered on modern roadways are of small influence on 
predicted vehicle loss of control during maneuvering. 

The simulation work indicated that an abrupt lane-
change maneuver on a curve could result in loss of con-
trol at normal highway speeds for passenger vehicles with 
half-worn tires operating on surfaces with SN40  = 30 dur-
ing wet weather. 

The abrupt lane change and braking maneuver used 
in this study was such that normal grades and curvatures 
had only a small influence on the maximum speed at which 
the maneuver could be performed without loss of control. 

By using the models developed during this study for 
estimating pavement skid resistance needs, it was found 
that highway sites having combined curvature and grade 
required greater pavement skid resistance than did cor-
responding tangent sections to provide a similar margin of 
safety for abrupt lane-change maneuver during wet 
weather. 

Pavement surface drainage was found to be an im-
portant consideration for safe maneuverability at curve 
sites during wet weather. The large ratio of total drainage 
width to superelevation was found to cause unfavorable 
water depths on some 10 curves as currently designed and 
built. 

Methods for evaluating problem sites were developed 
and used to conclude that (a) a pavement surface drain-
age problem exists at the problem site selected on the Ohio 
Turnpike; and (b) many factors, including drainage, short 
speed-change lanes, insufficient sight distance, and ob-
structed signs contribute to the high accident rate at the 
site located on 1-95 near Fredericksburg, Va. 

SUGGESTED RESEARCH 

A procedure for implementing the findings of this pro-
gram to provide tentative guidelines for reviewing design 
practices for new sections of highway and for evaluating 
accident-causation factors at high-accident-rate sites was 
documented in Chapter Three. However, it appears that  

some of these findings may have broader implications than 
the objectives of this program and that they should receive 
evaluation in a larger context. Accordingly, the method-
ology and findings developed in this study form the basis 
for recommending the following research: 

I. The concept of a skid number margin of safety to 
reduce wet-weather accidents at curve sites should be 
evaluated further. An extensive study of the accident prob-
lem existing at curve sites should be made for several high-
ways, using the methods and techniques developed in this 
program. 

A water-depth study should be made to (a) resolve 
the differences in the findings of earlier studies (6-9); 
(b) determine tire longitudinal and lateral force character-
istics as a function of controlled water depth and tire wear; 
and (c) develop means for measuring average water depth 
on highways during rainstorms. 

Additional field investigations of high accident curve 
sites should be made using the site investigation method- 
ology developed in this program to determine the practi-
cality of reducing accident rates by remedial measures that 
reduce pavement skid resistance needs. 

Research to deflie a means of identifying problem 
sites without waiting for accidents to occur should be un-
dertaken. Possibly, a concept of observed traffic conflicts 
would provide a reasonable starting point. 

Additional computer simulation studies should be 
undertaken to investigate other maneuvers that might 
cause loss-of-control problems and the potential for skid- 
ding on wet pavements. However, a larger amount of de-
tailed information is needed on driver behavior in perform- 
ing emergency maneuvers in order to reconstruct accident 
situations. Possibly, the use of event recorders in vehicles 
on the highway can provide the information needed to 
study accidents involving steering and braking maneuvers. 

Procedures should be developed for creating a run-
ning record of maneuver demand potential along new and 
existing sections of roadway. 

A detailed study of the influences of wind on vehicle 
handling and traction (i.e., the increased lift and lower 
tractive forces that result from cross winds) should be un-
dertaken. A cross section of automobile configurations 
should be examined. The actual wind profiles at the Ohio 
Turnpike problem site should be measured and used as 
disturbance inputs to the handling and traction studies. 
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